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"old-time religion" and the absolute authority of

the Bible, maintains

unusually high academic standards.

Write for free

booklet,

"The Why's of

Bob Jones University."

bob jones

Approximately 25 per cent of the graduates

of American colleges and universities

enter graduate schools.

During the last twenty years.

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Music, Speech, and Art

without additional cost

above regular academic tuition.

34 per cent of Bob Jones University
graduates

have continued their studies in

leading colleges, universities anrt .' ° Emories in all

sections of America. Bob Jones University

graduates are successful in graduate school

as they are in business or profession.
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KflPHLt uses the Steinway exclusively, as does virtually every great artist today:

Bolet Brailowsky. Casadesus, Friedberg, Graffman, Hess, Horowitz, Kraus, Levant,

Maynor, Menuhin, Meyer, Novaes, Reiner, Reisenberg, Artur Rubinstein, Serkin,

T eck Vronsky & Babin, Wallenstein, Webster, and many more. . . . Over 1000

music schools and music departments of leading colleges use the Steinway. . . .

Illustrated is the charming Louis XV. Terms to suit your individual convenience. Your

local Steinway representative is listed in the classified telephone directory.

As surely as the young tree is nour-
ished by the sunlight, the inner
world of your child thrives if he
learns to look at life through
music. For his education choose
the Steinway! No other piano has
won so much acclaim from so many
music schools and piano teachers.

Is it practical to provide the be-

ginner with so fine an instrument
as the Steinway? Experience def-

initely proves that for the begin-
ner and the accomplished player
alike the Steinway is the wisest of
investments. Its inspiring voice

STEINWAY

and lightning -quick Accelerated

Action are among the many rea-

sons why the Steinway makes
mastery easier.

Moreover, so enduring is the

craftsmanship of the Steinway
that it will retain its golden tone

and magnificent beauty year after

year. The Steinway costs more at

the outset, but in the long run it

is the least expensive of pianos!

For our helpful booklet, “How to

Choose Your Piano,” write to
Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall,

109 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

p/rVW'. -JANUARY
1050 7
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CATHAY...
Read how today’s piano-key accor-

dion evolved from the ancient Chi-

nese cheng. Learn how the

accordion operates, the

difference in models, and

why it is so popular.

SEND FOR BOOKLET E

t
and get the facts!

EXCELSIOR
‘333 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK U
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Oklahoma Wizard
From Brahma cows to Brahms

is an easy step for music-loving

Oklahoma City, where Conduc-
tor Victor Alessandro and the

Oklahoma State Symphony are

setting concert-going records.

By H. W. HEINSHEIMER.

Opera Isn’t Dead

Composer of two operas that

became Broadway hits, “The
Telephone" and “The Medium,”
and of two staged at the Met-

ropolitan, “Amelia” and “The
Island God,” GIAN-CARLO
MENOTTI knows opera from
both sides. Opera-lovers will be
cheered by his report on the

present state of opera.

The Real Chopin
We’ve read about the great

friendship between Liszt and
Chopin. Read what Chopin
really thought of his Hungarian
contemporary, and others, in
these uncensored letters, recent-
ly discovered and translated
into English for the first time
by BRONISLAW E. SYDOW.

Weeks of rehearsal go into £

student performance. Why nol
record the event? This anc
other educational uses for disc
and magnetic recorders are out
lined by DR. KENNETH HTEL-
mervik, music sup™^
Baltimore city schools.

On a High Note
VIKTOR FUCHS, teacher of

igoi Gorin and other well-
known singers, gives his recipe
ior expanding the range and
power of a voice.

THIS MONTH’S COVER

t

Despite modern technology,
line violins urc still painstak-
Hgly made by hand. The op-
eration requires skilled crafts-
“ten, like th e bearded Ba-
varian violin-maker shown at

(

on a Partly-finished in-
strument.
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MUSICAL MISCELLANY

By Nicolas Slonimsky

A music publisher received the

manuscript of a song entitled

“Why Do I Live?” He returned

it to the composer with the fol-

lowing letter: “Sir, the answer to

the query contained in the title of

your song is: because you sent it

by messenger boy.”

Rossini was the greatest epicure

among musicians. He regarded eat-

ing as a fine art. In one of his let-

ters, he expressed his ideas on the

subject with disarming candor:

“Next to doing nothing, I know

of no more delightful occupation

than that of eating, by which I, of

course, mean eating properly. What

love is for the heart, eating is for

the stomach. The stomach is the

conductor who leads the great or-

chestra of our passions; an empty

stomach represents to my mind the

bassoon or piccolo, grunting out

discontent, or squeaking forth

envy; a full stomach, on the con-

trary, is the triangle of pleasure

and the kettle-drum of joy. As for

love, I hold it to be pre-eminently

the prirna donna, the diva singing

in our brain her cavatina which

intoxicates the ear and entrances

the heart. To eat and love, to sing

and digest, such are the four acts

of the opera buffa called life,

which vanishes like the foam from

a bottle of champagne. Anyone

who allows it to evaporate without

enjoying it is an utter idiot.

What happens when subordinate

clauses and commas run amuck is

demonstrated by advertisements

that appeared in the Wanted and

For Sale columns of a magazine

in 1900:
Piano wanted, for a young

lady, a beginner Avith carved

legs.

Piano for sale—the property

of a lady leaving England in

a remarkably elegant walnut

case.

# * * * * #

The great Anton Rubinstein,

even at the peak of his career, was

always nervous before a concert.

At his recital in London, a music

lover accosted him in front of the

hall with a desperate plea for an
otherwise unobtainable ticket.

“I have only one seat at my dis-

posal,” said Rubinstein, “but you
are most welcome to it.”

“Thanks a thousand times,” ex-

claimed the music lover. “Where
is the seat?”

“The seat is at the piano,” re-

plied Rubinstein.

K- a a * a a

It is a rare compliment to an
artist when a concert-goer consid-

ers the price of the ticket too low
for the pleasure received. When
the eccentric pianist, Vladimir de
Pachmann, played a concert at

Reading, Pennsylvania, a member
of the audience stopped at the box
office as he left the hall, and
handed in a one-dollar bill. “What’s
this for?” asked the cashier. “I
got more than my money’s worth,”
replied the customer, “and I want
to pay the difference.”

A story is told about a cornet

player named Hemenway, of

Framingham, Massachusetts, that

while filling an engagement in a
neighboring town, he executed a
series of brilliant variations on a
march tune. “Where on earth did
you get all these flourishes?” in-

quired the astonished bandmaster.

Hemenway pointed at the page
which was covered with fly specks.

“Right here. The flies that made
up all these fioriture must have

had an excellent ear for music.”

A novel way of cultivating the

sense of rhythm in young pupils

was suggested in the Musical

Magazine and Review” in 1827,

when electricity was the new and

exciting experimental science. It

suggested that instead of a metro-

nome, an electrical machine should

give the pupil a non-lethal shock

at the beginning of each bar, so

as to contract the finger muscles.

When Handel conducted the first

performance of The Messiah in

Dublin, he was disgusted with the

poor sight reading of the chorus.

( Continued on next page)

MDCHAIL AARON PIANO COURSE
THE FIRST NAME IN PIANO METHODS

'MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER 60|

GRADE ONE • GRADE TWO • GRADE THREE • GRADE FOUR . .each 1.00

MICHAEL AARON ADULT COURSE 1.00

MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC BOOK ONE • BOOK TWO each .75

The New Note In Modern Piano Instruction=
YOUR BACH BOOK

Selected, Fingered and
/*IIV AflAicn

Edited with Study Notes by OUT

24 compositions of J. S. Bach, chosen from Suites, Partitas, Two- and Three-

Voiced Inventions, Well-Tempered Clavichord, and “Goldberg" Variations.

Representative selections students and amateurs will enjoy reading and play-

ing ... a compact, balanced course for intermediate grade . . . prolific

informative notes in Maier's informal style. Price 1.50

,ust _ PRACTICIN’ TIME
. ....hnrflM bv FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY

Practicin' made enticin' through Binkley's approach of short, concentrated periods

of study which are attractive to the student. Technic, Reading, Ear Training, Scales

and Pedalling, as well as Solos, Review and Sight Reading. Price .60

KEY RELATIVES
by Eula Ashworth Lindfors

Key mastery! Every Major and Minor Key in Scales, Thirds, Sixths and Tenths

and all Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chords with Arpeggios of every

position, in two-octave form with complete fingering. Also fingering of all

Common Chord Arpeggios in all positions, blocked fingering, etc.

Price 1.00

GREAT WALTZES
Compiled and Edited by MORTON GOULD

Nine best-loved waltzes of Strauss, Ziehrer, Margis and Waldteufel excellently

arranged by Morton Gould. Included are 'Tales From The Vienna Woods,' 'Blue

Danube Waltz,' 'The Skaters' Waltz' and six others. Price 1.00

till I O MllOin llin 1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
lYllLLu [YlUOlU, lllUu Chicago 4 Los Angeles 14

SINGERS! AT LAST! YOUR ANSWER

TO THE ACCOMPANIMENT PROBLEM!
Teachers • Students • Schools

here are perfect

VOCAL ACCOMPANIMENT RECORDS!
"Vocaltones" are the perfect an-

swer for students who, for any rea-

son, find their practice hampered

by accompaniment problems—for

"Vocaltones" are the perfect RE-

CORDED accompaniment. For vo-

cal exercises; modulated chords,

with metronome; also piano ac-

companiment for traditional songs;

recorded feelingly by a famous and
voice-wise pianist; in perfect time!

There is no recorded voice; this is

NOT a "singing course." Ideal for

studio use or home practice. Now
you can watch vocal cords instead

of piano chords! Lead Sheets and
Lyrics FREE with each record.

$165 each
|

I @ Double-faced
® record

(Including Fed. Excise Tax)

20% DISCOUNT
in lots of 6 or more. Shipping charges
added if C.O.D.

ORDER BY MAIL!
Money Back

GUARANTEE

USE THIS COUPON!

No. 103

No. 104

No. 105

Vocaltones, P. O. Box 4024, Village Station

Los Angeles 24, California

Please send me the records I have checked 4
above. 5

Los Angeles 24, Calif.
v-
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MUSICAL MISCELLANY

TELEFUNKEN

CAPITOL-TELEFUNKEN

RICHARD STRAUSS — Ein \\e\den\e\sen—Mengelberg—Amsterdam Concert,geboutv

Orch.—lS rpm—$7.50; 4 5 rpm—$5.25; 33 Vi rpm—$4.85

MOZART— Eine Kleine Nachlmusik—Kleiber—Berlin Philharmonic—IS rpm—$3.75;
45 rpm—$2.40; 33J4 rpm (inch Haydn’s "Symphony No. 94”)—$4.85

HAYDN—Symphony No. 94 in G Major ("Surprise")—Hans Schmidt-lsserstedt—Berlin

Philharmonic—IS rpm—$5.00; 45 rpm—$3.35; 33*/4 rpm (inch "Eine Kleine

Nachtmusik") —$4.85

BEETHOVEN—Symphony No. 3 in E Flat {“tto\ca")—Mengelberg—Amsterdam Concert-

gebouw Orch.—lS rpm—$8.75; 45 rpm—$6.20; 33 Vi rpm—$4.85

STRAVINSKY—The Card Game (Jeu de Cartes)—Stravinsky—Berlin Philharmonic

—78 rpm—$5.75; 45 rpm—$4.25; 33 Vi rpm—$3.85

REGER—The Bocklin Suite—Keilberth—German Philharmonic of Prague—

78 rpm-$5.00; 45 rpm—$3.35; 33J4 rpm—$3.85

VIVALDI— Concerto Grosso in G Minor—Antonio Guarnieri—Maggio Musicale Fio-

rentino Orch.—lS rpm—$3-75; 45 rpm—$2.40; 33VS rpm (inch A. Scarlatti’s

"Concerto Grosso in F Minor”)—$3.85

FRANCK—Symphony in D Minor—Mengelberg—Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orch.

—78 rpm—$7.50; 45 rpm—$5.25; 33 VS rpm—$4.85

BACH—A German Organ Mass (Third Part of the Klavierubung—Fritz Heitmann at

Charlottenburg Palace Organ—IS rpm, $8.75; 45 rpm, $6.20; 33 VS rpm, $4.85

CAPITOL CLASSICS

GLIERE-Symphony No. 3 in B Minor ("Ilya Mouromefz") —Jacques Rachmilovich—
Santa Cecilia Acad. Symphony Orch., Rome—IS rpm—$8.75; 45 rpm—$6.20;

33 Vy rpm—$4.85

BARTOK—Music for String Instruments, Percussion and Celesta—Harold ByrtlS—Los

Angeles Chamber Symphony—IS rpm—$5-00;45 rpm—$3.35; 33 Vi rpm—$3.85

VILLA-LOBOS -Chores No. 10 -Janssen Symphony Orchestra-Los Angeles Ora-

torio Society—IS rpm—$3.75; 45 rpm—$2.40; 33 VS rpm (inch excerpts from

Villa-Lobos’ "Bachianas Brasileiras” No. 2)—$3.85

{Continued from Page 3)

He turned to the manager and
asked angrily, “Didn’t you assure
me that the chorus could read at

sight?” “Och, yes,” replied the

other, “Faith and I did, but I

niver told ye that they could read
at first sight.”

******
In the year 1897, Richard

Strauss published a song as a sup-
plement to the magazine “Jugend.”

The title of the song was simply,

“If.” It was written in the key of

D flat major, but the end was in

D major. To forewarn the musi-
cally orthodox, Strauss added this

footnote at the end of the song:
“Vocalists who may wish to sing
this song before the end of the

nineteenth century are advised by
the composer to transpose the last

six bars a semitone lower, so as

to finish the piece in the same key
in which it began.”

Once when the conductor Von
Biilow was leading the first per-
formance of a new symphony,
there was very little applause. Von
Biilow turned to the audience and
said: “So you don’t understand
this music? Well, you shall hear it

again!” and he repeated the whole
symphony.
When a soprano soloist persisted

in singing off pitch, Von Biilow
turned to her with his politest bow,
and said: “Madam, will you kindly
give us your A?”
When a visitor called on Von

Biilow with a request for an auto-

graph, he brusquely retorted: “The
man who signs my autographs is

not in right now. Will you call

later when he comes back?” On
another occasion, Von Biilow apol-

ogized for the quality of his auto-

graphs. Finally he scribbled down
on paper some indecipherable
hieroglyphics, and handed it to the
visitor. “There.” he said, “this
looks like a distinguished auto-
graph. I hope it will do.”

traveling in the United St

man, meeting him at the
greeted him with great e

asm: “Say, by golly, I»m
glad to meet you! But y0
very big, are you? How m
you weigh?” “About one h
fifty,” replied the astonishe
poser. “Then how on eai
you come to knock out Rya
never knocked out any Ryar

do you mean?” “Ain’t you John
L. Sullivan?” “No, I’m Arthur
Sullivan, who wrote ‘Pinafore.’

”

The man, dazed for a moment,
then said, with a broad smile:

“Well, then, I’m mighty glad to see

you just the same.” Sir Arthur re-

garded this as the greatest compli-
ment of his career.

Jaques-Dalcroze tells about a
young composer who wrote a piece
of music that sounded too much
like a Prelude by Debussy. What
to do? Rewrite it? Or throw the
whole thing out? Suddenly, a bril-
liant idea came to his mind. He
took the manuscript and wrote in
large letters “Honunage a De-
bussy.”

Mom Rosenthal played Chopin’s
Minute Waltz extremely fast. When
someone told Paderewski of Rosen-
thal s feat, he observed

:

Yes, all clever conservatory
pupils can do that.”
A year later a friend of Pader-

ewski said to Rosenthal:
“Have you heard of this talented

amateur who is playing in Lon-
don? I can’t recall his name.”

T

ta
i?,

ntetI amaieur playing in

be

0

Pa
O

dme,:sH.’’°
Senthal'“ItmUSt

nhM
B0C ' el

' ,laiH'y whose accora-
hshments the field of polo were

who rl TS a" amateur Pianisti lb 10 »«ale His socialequals with samples of his playing.He once played some Chopin at a

'fj
Cre Pad«ewski was

the guest of honor.
“What do you think of him?”someone asked Paderewski.
“He is a dear soul who plays

polo, Paderewski replied, “and Iam a poor Pole who plays solo.”

Gounod had the greatest admi-
ration for Mozart. “I„ my „tl

,7
s’ Gounod confided to a

zlrT h,
USed

T

t0 “Y- 1 a"d Mo-
^iUtoron.IwouU.ay, Mozart

',d ' Now 1 saV simply, Mozart.”

* %

Mascagni compared music crit-

‘He table, nor'Th
1
'
V"

3 former
,

at

concert hall ”
the ^atlei' in the
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Chase Gloom Away
LET (your) PUPILS PLAY

(Mr. G-Clef reviews supplementary material for first and second graders.)

NOTE GAMES
For the Piano Beginner

by Astrid Ramsey

Let’s go gaming with big notes! We’ll meet the notes

of the treble and bass spaces, then the treble and
bass lines, sometimes drawing faces and spelling

with notes. Finally, the most fun of all, we’ll spell

words with notes, writing them in our book.

430-40103 $0.50

TWENTY TEACHABLE TUNES
by Opal Louise Hayes

Big notes, gay illustrations, some lyrics ... tie in with

catchy tunes to carry little boy and girl students

through grade one-and-a-half. Scout March, The
Circus Parade, Gay Butterfly, and others suggest the

contents.

410-40242 $0.60

LITTLE RHYMES TO SING AND PLAY
Arranged for Piano by Mildred Hofstad

Here’s to the first prize after the games! The very

easiest versions of familiar nursery rhymes in five-

finger positions. Words, music, big notes—every-

thing to make 3 to 5 year old youngsters feel as if

they’re on familiar ground while playing. Well
illustrated.

Note.- Not just for teachers of little tots but for

parents too, for home guidance.

420-40023

FLOWERETTES

$0.60

1st Grade Piano Pieces

by Astrid Ramsey

Just for fun, these original little flower pieces come
in a gay blue and yellow book—one song for each
favorite flower. Pussy Willows, Buttercup, Snow-
Drops and many others make a pleasing reward for

faithful practice.

430-40046 $0.50

STUNTS
A Very First Exercise Book

by Ada Richter

Stunts for exercises, stunts for scales—here’s the

type study the pupil hails! Marching, hopping, swing-

ing trapeze—familiar deeds that put students at

ease.

410-40024 $0.60

IN NATURE’S PATHS
I can’t think of a better way to finish the latter half

of the first grade than with this little book. Intriguing

little nature pieces present a thrilling variety of mood
and tempo. Autumn Days, The North Wind, Sunny
Garden and eleven others keep interest alive

throughout the book.

410-40251 $0.60

NOAH AND THE ARK
A Story with Music for Piano

by Ada Richter

What a wonderful way of teaching Biblical history,

and getting the child interested in singing and play-

ing the piano! The story, the music, the directions

and illustrations are all clearly and beautifully done.

Oh yes! The suggestions in the back tell how the

story may be dramatized, using either pupils or

puppets.

410-41005 $0.60

ALL THROUGH THE YEAR
Twelve Characteristic Plano Pieces

by Ella Ketterer

One for your money—two for the show—one for

each month of the year in a row! Story-like style of

directions with attractive illustrations makes this new
book a good carry-over into the second year.

410-41006 $0.60

WHEN ORDERING: Be sure to write code number of
each item, as your order cannot be filled without it.

DO NOT WRITE TITLES!!

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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(Ejaster (Qantatas
Pressor. Church and Ditson Editions

When ordering be sure to write code number of each item, as your order cannot be filled without it.

For Mixed Voices For Treble Voices

KING ALL GLORIOUS

Text by Elsie Duncan Yale

Music by Louise E. Stairs

Well suited to the average

choir. Soprano, mezzo, alto,

tenor and baritone solos, 2

duets, a treble chorus, recita-

tives, and mixed chorus num-

bers. Time, 50 minutes.

No. 412-40115 Price. 75c

TRAVAIL AND TRIUMPH

Text by C. W. Waggoner

Music by Lawrence Keating

Eleven selections including reci-

tatives and arias for all solo

voices, chorus numbers, and a

selection for women's voices.

Biblical text. Time, 40 minutes.

No. 412-40182 Price, 60c

THE RISEN CHRIST

Music by Louise E. Stairs

Ideal for volunteer choir. Fea-

tures a soprano soloist, but of-

fers one impressive alto solo.

Other solos included. Scrip-

tural text.

No. 412-40164 Price, 60c

THE EVERLASTING LIGHT

By Claude L. Fichthorn

Dignified original music stress-

ing the story of the Resurrec-

tion. Biblical text. Dramatic

parts are arranged for baritone,

tenor and soprano.

No. 432-40134 Price, 75c

THE TRIUMPH
OF THE CRUCIFIED

Text by Elsie Duncan Yale

Music by Lawrence Keating

A beautiful presentation of the

Easter Story. Six choruses, a

treble trio, a duet, and soprano,

alto, tenor and baritone solos.

Time, 45 minutes.

No. 412-40185 Price, 60c

THE RESURRECTION

By Charles Fonteyn Manney

Soli, a cappella quartet, trio for

women's voices and a thrilling

choral Finale. Two parts. Bibli-

cal text. Time, 25 minutes.

No. 432-40148 Price, 75c

THE CONQUERING CHRIST

Text by Elsie Duncan Yale

Music by Lawrence Keating

A melodic cantata of 8 choral

numbers, 2 treble numbers,

solos for alto and soprano, and

a tenor-baritone duet.

No. 412-40073 Price, 60c

THE RISEN KING

By P. A. Schnecker

A 25 minute cantata of love and

praise. Alto solo, treble trio,

men's chorus.

No. 432-40150 Price, 75c

THE NEW LIFE

(Orchestra parts available)

By James H. Rogers

Prophetic story of the Resurrec-

tion. Soprano, tenor and bass

solos. Biblical text. Time, less

than 30 minutes.

No. 432-40145 Price. 75c

the resurrection song
By Louise E. Stairs

Melody, and vocal simplicity

make this a popular cantata.

Solos, a duet, a trio and seven

choruses. Time, 35 minutes.

No. 412-40160 Price, 60c

HAIL! KING OF GLORY

By Lawrence Keating

Several duets, a treble trio, and

solos for each voice. Not diffi-

cult. Time, 40 minutes.

No. 412-40098 Price, 60c

THE RESURRECTION

Arr. for Two-Part Treble Choir

By Charles Fonteyn Manney

An excellent arrangement. Bib-

lical text. Time, 25 minutes.

THE RISEN KING

Arr. for Three-Part Treble Choir

By P. A. Schnecker

An interesting arrangement
running about 25 minutes.

No. 432-40151 Price, 75cNo. 432-40149 Price, 60c

No. 412-40162 THE RESURRECTION SONG—Stairs

—Arr. by Danforth Simonton $0.60

No. 412-40080 THE DAWN—Wm. Baines 60

No. 412-40109 IMMORTALITY—R. M. Stults J5
No. 412-40188 VICTORY DIVINE

.75

,
Standard IQenten Cjantatas

for JMiixed Voices
No. 412-40137 THE MESSAGE FROM THE CROSS

Will C. Macfarlane.
. $0 75

No. 412-40076 CRUCIFIXION—J. Stainer „
No. 412-40175 STABAT MATER—G. Rossini.’ !

‘

^ " ]

75
No. 432-40147 PENITENCE, PARDON AND PEACE—J. H. Maunder ^
No. 432-40153 THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF CHRIST—T. Dubois 1

No 412-40092 GALLIA—C. Gounod. ‘ ^
Other (faster Cantatas

for Mixed Voices
No. 432-40123 CHRIST IS RISEN—Eric H. Thiman
No. 432-40,27 THECRHCIFTED (O^hestra parts available)

'

No. 412-40089 EVERLASTING LIFE—Mrs. R. R. Forman !

!

No. 412-40097 THE GREATEST LOVE—H. W. Petrie „
No. 432-40137 HAIL THE VICTOR (Orchestra parts

available)—Alfred Wooler

No. 412-40110 IMMORTALITY—R. M. Stults.

‘

No. 412-40195 KING OF GLORY-R. S . Morrison Fp
No. 422-40017 MESSIAH VICTORIOUS-Wm. G. Hammond 73
No. 412-40054 THE RAINBOW OF PROMISE-Wm Bain' s n
No. 412-40158 THE RESURRECTION MORN

'
'60

—Lawrence Keating

No. 412-40189 VICTORY DIVINE-,. Christopher

THKODOR prkssir eo#

Bryn Maw,. Pen„,y |yanio
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The Social Implications of

Piano Study
Leadership9 Cooperation, Self-Confidence—These Benefits

* of Piano Training Make For a Well-Adjusted Personality

By JOHN CROWDER

THE PIANO is probably the most musical-

ly complete and widely used solo instru-

ment. Therefore, thousands of musicians

spend millions of hours practicing and play-

ing the piano. Although some of these hours

are used to entertain audiences, family, or

friends, most of them are spent by the player

alone with the instrument. Will this expendi-

ture of time and effort result in special ben-

efits to the individual? If so, what are they?

We may also ask what benefits accrue to a

society in which so many of its members in-

vest so heavily its time, money, and energy.

Let us consider some of the social implica-

tions of piano playing and study.

Today, individual and group behavior is

being studied by industrial leaders, politi-

cians, philosophers, religious leaders, and

educators in an effort to understand better

the world we live in. The biologist would ac-

count for individual behavior on the basis of

heredity. The sociologist insists that environ-

ment largely determines behavior. The medi-

cal scientist points to bio-chemistry as a de-

termining factor. Phychologists’ explanations

and theories concerning human behavior

have one point in common: Through better

understanding, the individual may be helped

toward a better adjustment to other individ-

uals. All education, in fact, has this as its final

objective.

IT IS AS IMPORTANT for musicians to

have a social conscience as it is for doctors,

politicians, industrial and labor leaders. Piano

teachers have no less responsibility for the

child’s social development than for his tech-

nical training.

Let us consider, then: (a) what piano play-

ing does for the individual; (b) what society

gains from piano players; (c) what the re-

sponsibility of the piano teacher is toward

student and society.

Social characteristics for the individual

which may be influenced and developed

through piano study are leadership, coopera-

tion, the competitive attitude, self-expression,

and personality development.

Leadership is a challenging objective for

all students. This leadership is not limited to

the attainment of a position of eminence in

comparison with other pianists. In the family,

the church, the school, and other groups, the

pianist can rise to a position of leadership

through his ability to play the piano. As Dr.
Henry C. Link points out in the Readers Di-

gest, “The practice in private of some social

skill is important in developing leadership.

The timid youngster who day after day prac-

tices on some musical instrument is develop-

ing a skill which may transform his self-

distrust into self-confidence. I remember a

bashful boy who spent many weary hours

practicing on the piano. One night at a large

party he took refuge at the piano and began
to play. Soon some of the boys and girls be-

gan to sing, and before he knew it he found
himself their song leader.”

COOPERATION is an important social

characteristic. Although the pianist leads in

many cases, in many others his role is to

follow. In pageants and plays, dancing or

marching, the pianist learns to cooperate in a

group activity.

Piano playing develops the competitive

spirit. In ensemble playing, studio recitals,

and class recitation, a healthy spirit of com-

petition is found. And in ensemble playing,

competition and cooperation are established

and maintained in delicate balance.

Self-expression is an important means of

personality development. Each one of us needs

an emotional outlet and an opportunity to

develop an interest in the welfare of others.

One’s success, socially and in business, de-

pends in large degree upon a well-adjusted,

well-balanced personality.

A STRONG SOCIETY is made up of well-

balanced, well-adjusted, healthy, and happy
individuals. It is important that all members
of the group have a sense of security, of be-

longing, of being wanted and needed. In ev-

ery stage of development, from childhood to

old age, ability to play the piano contributes

to the well-being of the individual and aids

him in finding his place within a group.

What then is the responsibility of the piano
teacher in helping the average student to find

his place in society, and helping the superior

student to develop his talents? First, the

teacher must aim at the development of all

students. Teaching methods must be adjusted

to the needs of the individual. The teacher

must have a knowledge of the behavior of the

individual as it can be learned from the biolo-

gist, the sociologist, the doctor, and the psy-

chologist. He must be aware of educational

psychology and public school philosophy.

The piano teacher must be interested in the

child’s social background as represented in

the family and in his community life. Oppor-

tunities for using the piano as a means of

developing social consciousness should be

made available to the student.

THE PIANO TEACHER is responsible for

guidance and wise counselling. This applies

not only to music and technical matters, but

to all situations in which piano playing may
be a factor. It is important that the teacher

encourage a gifted student to aspire to per-

fection in performance. It is equally impor-

tant to encourage the less talented one to find

use for his more limited talents and skill. Un-
less guided and counselled, these students may
be unsuccessful economically and artistically

and socially maladjusted.

President Conant of Harvard has pointed

out that one of the causes of the rise of Hit-

lerism was the large number of highly trained

specialists in Germany who were failures eco-

nomically, who became socially maladjusted,

and who used their leadership to accomplish

an unworthy and selfish objective. The piano

playing individual needs to use his talent at

all age levels to achieve leadership in his

group, to learn cooperation and how to follow

others, to compete within and yet belong to

the group, to learn self-expression, and to

achieve that spiritual enrichment which en-

joyment of good piano literature affords.

How many of these millions of piano-

playing children and adults have achieved,

and are achieving, any or all of these objec-

tives? If these things seem important and

challenging to us as piano teachers, we should

re-evaluate our teaching. If we can guide,

counsel, and teach our pupils in these ways,

piano study is fully justified for the individual

and for society.

John Crowder is Dean of the School
of Music at Montana State Univer-
sityy. This article was read at the
August, 1949, meeting of the Mu-
sic Teachers National Association
held in San Francisco, California
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How to Choose a V 1 O JL I 1M
Take Along an Expert

, if You Can,

and Keep the Following Points in Mind

BY JOHN JOHNSON

Few violinists know

how to choose a violin.

Selecting an instrument

involves factors which aie

seldom understood by the

average player.

Before examining a

new violin, the performer
TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS

usually somewhat larger than the

ild indicate, but this violin mort

lei used by his imitators, so wa:
* The Moggini violins

above measurements
nearly represents the

used on that account

A-A
Length of Body

14-7/64 13-60/64 13-48/64

B-B

Width of Body
6-36/64 6-36/64 6-30/64

C-C
Width of Body

4-15/64 4-16/64 4-20/64

D-D
Width of Body

8-2/64 8-6/64 8

E-E

Between Corners
3-10/64 3-8/64 3-16/64

F-F

Height of Ribs
1-7/64 1.8/64 MO/64

8 ETUDF. J \\i i u y J05Q



primarily on the fame of its maker and the

history of the instrument. The large sums paid

for old Italian instruments are not commen-
surate with their tonal merits.

(7) All individuals have different tastes

and the reaction of one player to a certain

violin may be entirely different from that of

another equally fine player.

(8) The absolute identification of many
old violins is an impossibility. Always re-

member that when you consult an expert you

get his opinion, not a statement of fact.

(9) A violin that sounds loud under the

ear does not necessarily have great carrying

power.

(10) Violins by the same maker vary

greatly in quality. Those made for the general

trade are inferior to those made for special

customers, which are greatly superior in wood,

workmanship, and tone.

Violins can be secured from many sources

at prices from fifty dollars to fifty thousand

dollars. It is well for the player to accept the

fact that no fine violins are ever purchased

for trifling sums, unless they have been

stolen. Fine violins are valued very highly by

their owners, and are noL to be found in

attics and pawnshops, all reports to the con-

trary notwithstanding.

Instruments from private sources can

usally be purchased cheaper than from a

dealer if the buyer is willing to lake the risk

of buying “as is” and making his selection

from a small number of instruments. When a

purchase is made from a reliable dealer there

will be less risk, a much greater selection to

choose from, and if an exchange is desired

in the future, most dealers will allow the

player full value for his instrument.

Before buying a violin, unless you have

absolute confidence in your knowledge of

violins, carefully check the reputation of the

party you intend to deal with.

The tonal qualities of violins have been ex-

pressed as being rich, even, soft, full, brilliant,

far-carrying, round, beautiful, sonorous, ro-

bust, singing, warm, deep, flexible, responsive,

but no two persons have the same inner re-

sponse to external stimuli. It is imperative

that the player selecting the violin be guided

by his ear, and his ear alone. When testing

for tone be sure to have someone listen while

you play, and have someone play while you
listen in order to determine the instrument’s

carrying power, evenness of strings, and re-

sponsiveness when playing fast passages.

If possible, the violin should be tested in a

heated room that has a minimum of sound

reflection, also in a large hall, and with an

orchestra. If you are an amateur, have some

expert player check your fiddle for wolf notes

and chord playing.

The tonal quality you experience is a per-

sonal element and cannot be reduced to any

common denominator. Let your own ear deter-

mine your tonal desires. If possible, train

your ear by utilizing every opportunity to

play on a fine instrument.

While sweetness of tone is often desirable

for amateur players. ( Continued on Page 49)

A Bavarian violin-maker taps a block of seasoned spruce to test its reso-

nance. If it meets llic standard of his exacting car, it will go into a violin.

Mixing the varnish. Contrary to

popular belief, this is not a crucial

factor in the tone of a violin.

Inserting the soundpost is a very

tricky operation, and requires the

deft fingers of a skilled craftsman.

Shaping the hack of a violin. The instrument docs not acquire its curve by
bending; it is, as a 17th century English maker put it, “digged out of the planke.”
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Alec Templeton as a serious musician
ranks among today’s most eminent pian-
ists and composers. As a purveyor of
fun and laughs, lie is among the world’s
most successful entertainers.

Born in Wales, now an American
citizen, Mr. Templeton began piano
study at the age of four with Margaret
Humphrey. (In 1949 he journeyed to
South Wales to give a recital in honor
of her Jubilee as a music teacher.) He
was graduated with highest honors by
the Royal Academy and the Royal Col-
lege of Music in London.
Coming to America as a concert art-

ist, Mr. Templeton soon incorporated
into his recitals his second-lialf-of-tlie-
program improvisations and mimicries.

DON’T TAKE VOID MUSIC

Too Seriously
From Bach to Dehussy,

The Greatest

Masters Have Used The Light Touch on Occasion

By ALEC TEMPLETON
05 told to ROSE I-IEYLBUT

I AM always astounded by the attitude

that music must be regarded as an eminently

serious thing, to be approached in the re-

strained mood of a sermon or a lecture on

philosophy. Certainly, great spiritual and in-

tellectual values reside in good music, forming

one of its chief sources of inspiration and con-

solation—but they do not tell the full story!

Music is like life—it can provide every pos-

sible human reaction, grave or gay, pensive

or joyous. You have only to look for the mood

you need, to be sure of finding it in music.

Which brings me to my long-established con-

viction that music is fun and always has been.

When people tell you they are ‘scared off by

the noble seriousness of good music, they

may think they are proving a case against

music, but they aren’t; they simply demon-

strate that they themselves have not found

out the trick of getting at its other aspects.

To find fun in music, you need only to lis-

ten to music with your ears open. Let us dis-

tinguish at once between music that is meant

10

to be amusing—like Gilbert and Sullivan, the

light operas of von Suppe and Offenbach, and

the world’s entire literature of songs with

funny words—and authentic good music

which, along with its other values, contains

elements of side-splitting fun. It is the sec-

ond category I should like to explore, to

prove once and for all that music is fun and

need never cause ‘scary’ feelings.

Let me add, too, that once you begin look-

ing for fun in music, the habit grows and you

get the grandest laughs in utterly serious

passages! I find myself doing this all the

time, and an example is that bit in the Second

Act of “La Traviata” where the orchestra does

far more tickling things than I should ever

dare do in my mimic operas. What happens is

that, at a serious moment, the orchestra sud-

denly goes F-F-F-F-F-F, FE-FE-FE-FE-FE-FE,
etc., exactly like the rhythmic but twiddly
opening of a comic song

—

toot, toot, toot,
toodle, toodle, toodle . . .

Casting even a brief glance at the develop.

. ,
mat hilarities

vary with time rather than with nationality,
rhat is to say, at any given period of musi-
cal history, composers were putting bits of
fun into their music regardless of where theycame from or where they wrote; while at an-
other period, nobody was being funny.
The great classic age was by far and away

the most fertile in fun. Look at Mozart’sDivertimento! Writing to ridicule orchestrasMozart has a glorious time letting the instru-ments ramble away from form and tonahty

mist'Z alrri UP th° (“Make nomistake about this, says Mozart)
, the work

ends on three chords that are very off keyMozait abounds in instances of pure fun—
a good thing to keep in mind if yo„ are ustbeginning to make friends with him For ekample, there is the last movement of the sll-atu m C-Major (its first movement was oncemade over into a popular jazz song, but that
is not the kind of fun I have in mind) and
the last movement of the Fortieth Symphony
—actual invitations to plunge into the gaiety
that hves in the heart of a mighty composer.

Handel can be funny, too—take The Har-monious Blacksmuh-and as for Haydn 1think he got the nickname ‘Pam’ c

his vast, unconquerable
ollitv

P
Alw

°'

ing surprising tricks he iva'-l,
well Symphony and the Surnri s

the Fare ‘

while his array of tricks and t

SymPho"r’

‘he Toy Symphony is“mn v ^ in the

version of the kind of thin/s.T^
d 'snified

today! Spd^e Jones does

oftn^ffe-shad a rare sense

delightful pre-Rach Kuhn°„
Glb

,

boni
!’ and lhat

hups the earliest ev, i™
"dl° §‘ves us Per

‘

m his lusty. „ustv ,

ny e ot Program music
y g Sty

(Continued on page 59)
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BY EZIO PINZA

WHAT IS YOU® HEM PROBLEM?

ETUDE this month con-

tinues its unique symposium
on vocal problems, with an-

swers by leading singers.

Readers are cordially invited

to submit queries in care of

ETUDE.

Ezio Pinza, for 20 .years a

leading basso of the Metropol-

itan, and now starred in the

Broadway musical, “South
Pacific,” began his career as

a six-day bicycle racer in Italy.

He still has the hike and occa-

sionally pedals it about the

streets of Rye, New \ork.

Seventh son of an Italian

carpenter, Pinza was horn in

Rome and brought up in Ra-
venna. Discovering that he
had a voice, Pinza won a

scholarship at the Bologna
Conservatory. He had studied

there two years when World
War I broke out. Mustered out

a captain of artillery, he made
his debut at La Scala, singing

in a performance of “Nerone”
conducted by Toscanini. Pin-

za was such a hit that a short

time later he was brought to

the Metropolitan by Gatti-

Casazza.

One of the most versatile

opera bassos, Pinza has in his

repertoire 55 operatic roles.

They cover a wide range of

characterizations, from the
dignified Sarastro of. “The
Magic Flute” to the slapstick

comedy of Don Basilio in

“The Barber of Seville.”

Next month’s guest writer

on vocal problesns will he

Gladys Swarthout, distinguish-

ed mezzo-soprano of the

Metropolitan Opera Company.

Q. I am 17, have a low baritone voice and am
interested in becoming an accomplished solo-

ist. I have been studying with a woman for

six months. Would a man or a woman teacher

suit my voice better?

A. It does not matter very much if a teacher

is male or female—the important thing is for

the teacher to be intelligent and honest.

Q. Even though I have never studied voice

under a private teacher, 1 have a very good

voice and have done a great deal of solo work

in church, but I was never bothered with au-

dible breathing until recently. I play a wind

instrument in a band and notice here, too,

that I seem to be getting short of breath. I

don’t smoke or drink and am in very good

health. Why should I suddenly develop au-

dible breathing?

A. If this inquirer would try, either when he

sings or plays the musical instrument, to

breathe as naturally as when he speaks I am
sure the noise would disappear.

Q. I am a baritone with a range from G above

middle C down two octaves. My low tones are

very good but my top ones are not so free.

I find it helps if I use a smiling position on

the top tones. It gives me more freedom and

resonance of production with good support.

It places the tone further forward under the

tip of my nose rather than lower down and

further back. However, when I use this smil-

ing position all my upper teeth and part of

my gums are exposed and it makes a very bad

appearance. As I sing down the scale the lips

come down over the teeth forming more of a

rounded position and the jaw drops down. Is

the slightly nasal tone objectionable for the

top notes of a high baritone?

A. The smiling position is always good. It

gives ease to a singer. But I have never seen

anybody who, when singing in this position,

lifts his lips to such an extent as to show not

only the teeth but the gums also. If the nasal

tone is very slight, it is permissible.

Q. I have a very erratic and unusual voice;

in fact I have three of them. One is a harsh

monotone, another an operatic lyric tenor

with depth, color and vibrato, and the third

is an acceptable baritone which has no tenor

characteristics. There is no regularity in this

cycle. I have done some concertizing and

operettas, but I am always careful to sing

to my friends when the cycle was around to

the monotone. I never sang in a chorus be-

cause I knew my cycle would never corre-

spond with rehearsal times. My voice in the

good periods is equal to many concert singers

today. Can you explain this phenomenon; do

you know of a similar one in the vocal world,

and what can I do about it?

A. If the voice will not answer to command.

I would say that the best thing to do is not

to try to be a professional singer: Use your

talents for pleasure. It is rather difficult with

one voice. How can anybody sing with three

voices, not knowing which will be at hand?

Q. I am almost 16, have had piano lessons

for three years and now I want to start voice

lessons. IIow should I go about selecting a

teacher? I have sung in school musicals

—

once had the leading part, but my parents do

not want me to take it up as a vocation—it

is too uncertain. I know of one teacher, but

she concentrates on her favorites and lets the

other pupils drift, and I know I would not

be a favorite. I want to develop my voice as

much as I can through local teachers.

A. 1 am absolutely against the idea of start-

ing to study singing too early. At 16 the voice

is not yet developed. I suggest waiting at least

another two years. I started at 19.

Q. T am a vocal student and recently T have
developed a throat condition which makes me
feel T have dust in (Continued on page 57)



The Ninety

We Lose
Children Aren’t Little Men and Women—

Look at Piano Lessons from Their Point of View

BY ESTHER RENNICK
readier oj piano in Birmingham

, Alabama

AT the beginning of every teaching term,

thousands of eager youngsters troop into

the studios of piano teachers all over America.

According to a national survey, of every hun-

dred beginners only ten continue their study

beyond the third year.

If the ninety who drop out could forget

their ambition to play, there would be no

problem for the piano teacher. Unfortunately,

they can’t. Music has a universal appeal; it

is the leaven of life. The ninety we lose, when
they become adults, say wistfully: “I took

piano lessons when I was a child, but I

couldn’t get interested. I’d give anything if I

could just play enough for my own amuse-

ment.”

In addition to those who could have learned

to play beautifully for their own satisfaction,

there are many who might have become pro-

fessional musicians; teachers, singers, choir

directors, and even concert artists. There are

most certainly in that lost ninety, countless

numbers whose chair in the concert hall re-

mains forever empty because the teacher

failed to make music lessons simple for the

beginner, yet vital and stimulating enough to

keep the pupils interested over a number of

years.

Children are not little men and women.

They are a race of beings unto themselves.

We teachers too often remain quite happily

ignorant of the fact that we try to teach a

child as if he were at the adult level of in-

telligence.

Trying to understand what is going on in a

child’s mind so that we may cope with his

learning aptitude is a fascinating objective

and jolting experience for the* teacher.

During the early stages of my teaching,

when I was imbued with the importance of

my knowledge and noble purpose, I gathered

my beginner class into the studio for what I

termed an orientation period. It was an orien-

tation all right, but I was the one who was
oriented

!

I talked to the little group of children about

the musical path we were embarking upon.

I’m sure I used words and expressed ideas,

which had no meaning for them. However,

they gazed at me as if they were entranced.

Their eyes danced in what I mistook for an-

ticipation of musical joys to come.

When I finished talking I asked if there

were any questions. Half a dozen hands went

up. Flushed with pride I called on seven-year-

old Ellen. In a thin piping voice she said:

“Are those turtles on your dress?” I said

“yes,” and hurriedly called for other ques-

tions. Hands flew up all over the room. I

called on Shirley, age eight, and she squeaked

in a tiny falsetto: “When you get through

with the dress, can we have it to cut the

turtles out?”

The average child is much more interested

in turtles than in crescendo, andante, or any

other musical term that has no connection

with the things he knows and understands.

This knowing and understanding develops in

music exactly as in academic subjects, in

which the evolution is from “Little Boy Blue,”

and “Little Black Sambo,” to Tarkington and

Alcott, and finally to Shakespeare and Tolstoy.

To teach a child at his own level of under-

standing requires a general knowledge of

child psychology and an insight into his

specific capacities, including his ability to

absorb knowledge, his musical aptitude, his

personal desires and his background. But that

is not all. The amount of teaching material on
the market today, designed for the beginner

and young student, is staggering. And since

materials are as important as methods, the
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A Musician s Worst Enemy

The Common Cold

“Don’t Neglect a Cold” is good advice;

“Don’t Catch Cold” Even Better

By DR. W. SCHWEISHEIMER

• Dr. Waldemar Schweisheimer, a Viennese

physician with a musical flair, has written

extensively on topics affecting the health

of musicians. His published books include
“
Beethoven’s Illnesses” (Munich, 1922), an

appraisal of the composer’s symptoms and
their effect on his compositions.

THE common cold can put the music teacher

•out of business for days or weeks. For a

singer with regular engagements, the result-

ing loss may be very serious. Colds are the

leading cause of absenteeism in bands and

orchestras, opera houses and church choirs.

The cold is the most prevalent and infec-

tious of all communicable diseases. The Met-

ropolitan Life Insurance Company, after an

exhaustive study of the common cold, says

that in United States industry some 60,000,-

000 work days are lost by colds each year.

Add to this the cost of drugs, medical atten-

tion and disruption of business and industrial

routine, and it has been estimated that the

cost of the common cold to America is about

two billion dollars a year, or what was spent

to produce the atomic bomb.
As far as the musician is concerned, the

cold has two aspects:

1. Cold prevention—avoiding a cold by
means of proper precautions.

2. Getting rid of the cold through approved

medical, dietary and physiological treatment.

“Don’t neglect a cold” is good advice.

“Don’t get a cold” is even better. Colds seem

as inevitable as Christmas, but they shouldn’t

be. Suppose a musician returns from his job

tired out, and is exposed to a draught. The

slight irritation he had when he left home did

not bother him, but now it gives him a cold.

If a singer’s general resistance is low, then in

a draughty bus she may get an inflammation

of the larynx or the middle ear which other-

wise would not have attacked her.

Colds are more easily caught in a dusty

room. Dust and dry air irritate the mucous
membranes of nose, throat and bronchi and
in this way diminish resistance against colds.

Air-conditioned rooms, like those in radio

studios, are excellent preventive measures
against colds.

Bitter cold or a strong wind may be irri-

tating, but more dangerous is the slight

draught near a window or along a stone floor.

A string quartet was playing in a well-heated

room in which the door was opened from time

to time. Every time the door opened, the vio-

linist started sneezing. The second violinist

could not understand such frailty of human
nature. He enjoys nothing better than a rush

of fresh air from the open door or window,

even if the weather is chilly. And both are

right! People are different.

Most Colds on Mondays

It is a strange statistical fact that more mu-

sicians catch cold on Monday than on any

other day of the week. The reason is not quite

clear but it seems that weekend life, some-

times resulting in excesses of eating, drinking

and exposure, interrupts normal living.

Here are some more statistical data. The
average musician loses three to four working

days a year to simple colds without complica-

tions. Cases of common cold outnumber any

other disease 25 to one. Forty to fifty per cent

of all days lost from work are attributable

to colds and their complications. Colds reach

their highest peak in February, and a lesser

peak in October, an obvious connection with

cold weather. Sudden drops in temperature

are followed by rises in both the incidence

and severity of colds. Smoking, contrary to a

common prejudice, has little effect on colds.

All musicians, singers as well as instru-

mentalists, dread catching colds, and rightly

so. The quality of their performance is im-

paired by any cold. Singers are generally

better off than other musicians—although

they are not always aware of it—since their

voices are more resistant to colds and other

diseases than those of non-singers.

Nevertheless, singers feel colds coming on
every time the breeze changes, and their pre-

cautions against wind, weather and smoke
would make a hypochondriac seem like a

daredevil. There are singers who try to ward
off colds by holding the white of an egg in

their mouths for minutes on end before swal-

lowing it. Gladys Swarthout says she blows
bubbles as a daily dozen for her breath sup-

port. Lawrence Tibbett says he can hasten

the cure of a cold by standing on his head.

The stage is a source of drafts which seem
to come from everywhere. Jean de Reszke, in

one of his early performances of “Tristan und
Isolde,” took cold while lying on the couch

on the stage—just as Schnorr von Carolsfeld

had done 30 years before in Munich. Schnorr

died from the after-effects of that exposure,

but Jean de Reszke wisely made changes in

his dress and in the position of the couch.

Jean de Reszke was one of the most appre-

hensive singers imaginable when it came to

colds. E'mrna Eames, who often sang with de

Reszke, said, “He wore an expression of ter-

ror in his eyes during the whole performance.

He always had with him a laryngoscope and
frequently examined his throat and larynx.”

It is hard sometimes to combine the wishes

of different artists. Rosa Ponselle liked the

theatre cool, and Martinelli preferred it warm.
Once when they sang in the same opera, it was
too cool for him and he caught cold. He lost

several performances and the next time they

were cast together, he warned her before the

performance, “If I catch cold on account of

you, I’ll sue!”

Paderewski had to have a concert hall draft-

proof so that he would not feel the slightest

draft on the stage. If a breath of air so much
as stirred, he would refuse to go on.

The bass-buffo of the Metropolitan Opera,
Salvatore Baccaloni, regardless of temporary
warm weather, wears (Continued on page 24)
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BY ELENA NIKOLAIDI
A Conference with ANNABEL COMFORT

There is no ‘Short-cut
’

to good Singing Technique

After winning laurels on Europe’s oper-
atic and concert stages

, Elena Nikolaidi,
contralto, ivas a smash hit when she made
her New York recital debut in January,
1949. Currently she is under contract to
Columbia Masterworks Records, and has a
full schedule for the 1949-’50 concert sea-
son. Photo at right shows her as Carmen.

Voices arent Made . . . THEY GROW
CONSIDER the case of a young person

endowed with a beautiful voice. He longs

to become an outstanding singer. How may he

achieve his goal?

Of course, he must set out on a program

of training, recognizing that only systematic,

well-planned work will bring him to the goal

he sets.

Two factors are of great importance—the

degree of knowledge his voice teacher pos-

sesses, and his own ability to absorb this

knowledge. Proper guidance can work miracles

with a voice, and when one has attained a

dependable technique, he is well on his way

to success.

The human voice must be treated with more

delicacy than a man-made instrument, and

its training is a far more difficult job. When

a violinist or pianist learns to play his instru-

ment, he uses arm and finger muscles which

can be seen. The singer’s muscular equipment

is out of sight, and, even today, imperfectly

understood. Also, the singer has been accus-

tomed to using his voice for speech, and faces

the tremendous difficulty of changing his

breathing technique and sound production

for singing purposes.

These difficulties are further increased by a

physiological phenomenon. The singei, un-

like his listener, hears his own voice by bone

conduction, not through the eardrum. Inis

gives him a distorted picture of his own voice.

Consequently, when the tone becomes thick

and “spread”, a dangerous fault in singing,

his own voice sounds best to the singer. The

instrumentalist, on the other hand, hears the

sound he produces at least partially by way

of his eardrum, and is better able to correct

it. The beginner must understand the proper

utilization of his cranial cavities. These cavi-

ties are similar to the soundboard of a piano,

and serve the same purpose for the human

voice. I think their function is best explained

by the word “focus”. A tone is “in focus

i „ 0 v'“'-i<uea Dy tne vocal
cords is most efficiently amplified by the
resonance of the cranial cavities.

Vocal Exercises
To bnng the tone into focus, one must have

a basic knowledge of vocalises. They serve to

“hS? cir::i
itn<'xibilit>

,.f
™e

’

s

careful exercise under rigid coXobl'pra^

Ex. i
Ex. 4

Amlantc

Ex. 7

Ex. 8
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What Music Teachers

Forget to Teach
Many Instructors Stresss Technique and Interpretation

—But Neglect a Most Important Element of Playing

BY MARGUERITE ULLMAN

tice eight vocalises every morning (see cut).

Be sure to note the tempo, rhythm, and inter-

pretive markings of each exercise. In Ex. 1

there is a crescendo and decrescendo in each

measure. In Ex. 2 the rhythm changes in each

measure. This exercise is to be sung legato, as

one long phrase. Ex. 4 must be practiced

slowly. The first measure is forte and legato,

the second, pianissimo and legato. Ex. 6 is

sung in the same way. Be sure to start Ex. 7

softly, and gradually crescendo as you ascend

the scale. On the way down the scale, de-

crescendo and bring the exercise softly to a

close. Do not fail to note the triplets in Ex. 8.

I would advise the progressive transposition

of these exercises in half-steps, according to

the individual’s vocal range.

A voice grows slowly, and technical mas-

tery comes with artistic maturity. Many sing-

ers, especially beginners, overdo their prac-

tice, with the result that they overburden and

tire the voice which as yet is not fully devel-

oped. There is always a higher rung on the

ladder to perfection; but the last degree of

maturity never comes, and the singer who
thinks there is nothing more for him to learn

is on the brink of failure.

The High, Middle and Low
Register

Does the singer have three registers in his

voice? This question is justified, as one con-

stantly hears of the various modes of cultivat-

ing the three registers of the human voice. I

am grateful that I only hazily remember the

time when I too had to suffer from the conse-

quences of this misconception. There are not

three parts in the human voice. Neither na-

ture nor logic provided for such a division. A
voice that is properly placed on the foundation

of correct breathing and training will avoid

this mistake. Unfortunately, this division is

often found in the voices of women vocalists,

a division artificially created to camouflage

vocal shortcomings, so that the singer may
benefit from cheap operatic effects. There is

only one complete register in the human voice,

and that must be produced correctly from the

top to the bottom.

There are many artists who thrill their

audiences in spite of the fact that their tech-

nique is poor, and not adequate for strenuous

use. This fault is found among young singers

who desire premature success and lack the

tenacity to work methodically for a sound
foundation. These voices do not last.

Forcing the Voice
It is vitally important that the young singer

should not force his voice, but should allow

it to flow freely. In this complex problem, the

mentality and the intellectual development of

the individual are decisive. The urge to “inter-

pret” is strong. Add to this the dangerous

influence of a poor voice teacher who uses

big meaningless words in direct proportion

to his ignorance, and the influence of a circle

of friends who are thrilled by loud, forced

singing and cheap effects, and there can be

only one outcome—bitter disappointment

when the young (Continued on page 58)

S
HE was a young music student having

lunch with her piano teacher’s wife.

“And what are you doing this afternoon,

my dear?”

“I think I’ll take a day off and go to the

movies.”

“Aren’t you playing in the recital on

Saturday?”

“Yes, but I know my pieces perfectly.”

The professor’s wife looked at the student

a little curiously. “Isabel,” she said, “have

you ever played in a recital before?”

“No, but I always have wanted to.”

“Aren’t you nervous about it?”

“Why should I be? I know my music

backward and forward, and it will be fun to

go on a stage and play for the others.”

Saturday came. Isabel was dressed in her

best. Her hair was just right and she was full

of anticipation. As the time drew near for her

to play she began to feel a pain in her

stomach. As she walked toward the platform,

she felt dizzy. She experienced an internal

sensation she later described as “fluttering

birdies.”

Isabel hadn’t expected anything like this

and she didn’t enjoy the queer sensations. She

sat down to play, but she didn’t know where

to begin. She tried one key, then another, but

neither sounded right. Chagrined and un-

happy she left the platform, her piece un-

performed.

Isabel was a very surprised young lady.

She had imagined something very different

from her first recital. For weeks she had

dreamed of it. What fun it would be to get all

dressed up, walk to the stage and make an

impression on the audience, and then bow to

applause as she had seen so many others do*

It seemed so easy. But this was terrible! She

burst into violent weeping.

Isabel had had an emotional upset. Psy-

chologists tell us that emotions are aroused

every time we are put into a new situation

for which we have not learned reactions. Our

little pianist had plenty of experience in

playing on her own piano in her own home,

but she had never played a strange piano in

a big hall, with hundreds of listeners waiting

to pass judgment on her performance. She did

not know that the many new sources of

stimulation would be too much for her.

But now she did know. The next time she

was to play she began to suffer long before

the day of the recital. She could not eat, she

could not sleep. She learned the notes of her

piece so well that she dreamed of them at

night. Never again would she get' on the stage

and not know where to begin.

This time she did not go to the movies on

the day before the recital. She stayed home
and practiced and practiced. This time she

would’ succeed.

Isabel was doomed to disappointment. The
second recital was even worse than the first.

She was afraid every moment. Although this

time she did know where to start, her playing

was so lacking in confidence that she felt it

would have been better if she had not played

at all.

Isabel would never consent to play in a

recital again. When her friends asked her to

play for them she always had some excuse

ready. Sometimes she had not practiced, or

the piano did not suit her. Isabel, for the rest

of her life, was a maladjusted musician.

The sad part of it is that neither Isabel nor

her teachers are really to blame. The teachers

taught her to play, and taught her well. They

were not psychologists and did not know how

to introduce a child to public performance.

Every teacher is worried about the “nervous

one” and would turn that pupil into a con-

fident musician if he only knew how.

The experiences of Isabel’s cousin Joyce

indicate one way in which, through parent-

teacher cooperation, a young pianist can be

introduced to public performance with mini-

mum emotional strain.

When Joyce was preparing for her first

recital, her teacher insisted that she use music

that was not beyond her powers. “I want her

to enjoy playing,” the teacher explained, ‘if

the music is too difficult, it will only be an

added handicap.”

When the notes were thoroughly learned.

Joyce’s mother said: “Let’s go over to Aunt
Marie’s house. I want her to hear your recital

pieces.”

“No, Mother, I (Continued on page 56)
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Questions

Can a Piano be Tuned
Electronically?

Q. I have recently been wondering about the pos-

sibility of using an electrical instrument to tune

pianos, and I hope you may be able to give me some
information about the matter. If a cathode ray oscil-

loscope of proper sensitivity is now being made so

that a piano could be tuned according to the actual

pitch or frequency of each tone, it would seem a

superior method. Do you know of any such instru-

ment, and if so, will you tell me where and how it

may be obtained?
—Mrs. K. M. B. (Alaska)

A. After writing to several piano tuning

schools that advertise in THE ETUDE, and

after following up some leads that they kindly

gave me, I have finally come upon the in-

formation that you want. The Conn Instru-

ment Company, of Elkhart, Indiana, manu-
factures an instrument called “Stroboconn”
which “uses the stroboscopic principle for

visual tuning.” It is said to cost about $500,

and I have asked the Conn Company to send

you information. I have also given your name
to the piano tuning schools, so you will prob-

ably be receiving literature from all of them
in the near future.—K. G.

How Can I Improve My Sight
Playing?

Q. I am a senior piano major in college, and yet
I am not a good sight reader. Every day I realize

more bow important sight playing is to a serious
music student, and yet I do not seem to improve.

Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

—C. L. G.

A. I have three general suggestions for

you: (1) Spend at least an hour a day just

reading through simple music such as hymn
tunes, song accompaniments, easy children’s

pieces. Go through each item only once, then

pass on to the next one. (2) Compel yourself

to read ahead of where you are playing so as

to anticipate not only melodic and chordal

progressions but fingerings, tempo and dy-

namic changes, pedal markings, etc. (3) Ap-

ply your knowledge of harmony and form to

your sight playing: Try to think what the

chords are that you are playing, note modula-

tions to other keys, observe carefully the

changes from major to minor and vice versa.

Be sure you are aware of both repetition (in

the same part or in other parts) and of varia-

,jon the same motif or phrase repeated but

somewhat altered in the repetition. Awareness

of all these items will make your practice

more
ciansl

more
But

interesting, it will improve your musi-

ip, and it will help you to read music

fluently and more accurately,

the most important thing is to compel

in

Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus. Doc.,

Music Editor, Webster’s New International

Dictionary, and Professor Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College.

yourself to read through a vast quantity of

music that is technically so easy that there

are actually no mechanical problems at all,

thus enabling you to concentrate on the read-

ing rather than on the playing. So my pre-

scription has three ingredients in it: (1) Read
a lot of simple music; (2) Train yourself to

look ahead; (3) Use your knowledge of har-

mony, counterpoint, and form. Anyone who
is reasonably musical and who is at least rea-

sonably intelligent can become a good sight

reader if he devotes enough time to it.

P.S. I forgot to mention the playing of

accompaniments for singers and for players

on other instruments such as violin, clarinet,

etc. I forgot also to tell you what fun it is to

play piano duets with another person. Both

of these are valuable—and they are good

fun too.—K. G.

How to Arrange the Program of a
Pupil's Recital?

Q. I am a young teacher and I expect soon lo give

my first pupil’s recital, so I should like to ask your

advice. I have thirteen pupils, eleven girls and two

boys. What would you think of having a boy play

first, then five girls, next the guest performance, fol-

lowed by the other boy and the rest of the girls?

I am also wondering whether I should include the

three pupils who have taken lessons for only four

months—what do you think? —Miss T. J. N.

A. In general I advise you to arrange your

program in accordance with the quality and

effectiveness of the compositions and players

rather than on the basis of the sex of the

players. Begin with a fairly short but reason-

ably effective composition, and close with the

best player in your class. Probably it is too

late now to arrange for a piano duet or two,

but I like to give variety to such programs in

this way. It is often possible also to have a

pupil play an accompaniment for an adult

singer (or solo instrument player), or for the

class as a whole as they sing a song or two.

Such things add variety and they are always

enjoyed by the audience. Perhaps you can

plan such items for your next recital—and

in general I advise you to have at least two

or three recitals a year rather than just one

at the close of the season. Preparation for

public performance is good for the pupils

—

even for the youngest and least experienced

ones; and it is enjoyed by their parents and

friends. In addition to these formal recitals

I also think it is a fine thing to have all the

pupils meet together about once a month just

to play for each other in an informal way.
This paves the way to a more formal sort of
playing.—K. G.

Q. I do not like the small pianos that are beingmade today, and I would like to ask whether you
think these little instruments have the tone and
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My First Big

Opportunity

BY MARIO LANZA
As Told to JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
(second of two articles)

A.FTER studying violin and piano briefly and unsuccessfully, I
discovered at the age of 19 that I had a voice. Soon I began serious
vocal study. I used all my free time for singing, and listened to every

operatic record I could find.

I worked for my grandfather in his grocery and trucking business

in the heart of Philadelphia’s “Little Italy.” He was strictly a busi-

ness man and did not hesitate to tell my music-loving father that

he was disgusted by the hours I wasted daily listening to records of

operas over and over again. “Now,” he said, “the boy is 19 and a

man. He should get right down to real work.” He gave me a job of

driving a truck.

One day I had to drive the truck to deliver a piano to the famous
old Philadelphia Academy of Music, the city’s renowned and acous-

tically fine structure on Broad Street. All the famous musical visitors

to America since 1857 have appeared there. Great singers from

Adelina Patti to this day have performed on its stage. Most of the

Presidents of the United States since Abraham Lincoln have spoken

in the Academy. I feel like taking off my hat every time I pass

its doors.

Mr. William K. Huff, Executive Secretary of the Philadelphia

Forum, had heard me sing and when I arrived with the truck and

the piano at the Academy, he was amazed to see me in truck-

driver’s clothes.

Dr. Serge Koussevitzky had just completed a vigorous rehearsal

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. He was in his dressing room
soaked in perspiration. Mr. Huff took me to an adjoining dressing

room and said, “Now start singing and sing as you never sang

before.” I jumped at the idea and commenced with Leoncavallo’s

“Vesti la giubba.”

Before long Dr. Koussevitzky came out with his wonderful eyes

glowing and greeted me with extreme enthusiasm. “Where is that

voice—that wonderful voice?”

On the spot he invited me to come to the Berkshire Music Festival

at Tanglewood, Massachusetts. When I arrived at Tanglewood three

weeks later, Dr. Koussevitzky placed me under the direction of strict

taskmasters such as conductors Leonard Bernstein, Lucas Foss and

Boris Goldovsky who drilled me mercilessly in solfeggio eight to

ten hours a day.

Dr. Koussevitzky also insisted upon changing my name from

Alfred Arnold Cocozza to Mario Lanza (Continued on next page

)

Mario Lanza and Kathryn Grayson sing in the recent Metro-

Goldwyn Mayer production, “That Midnight Kiss”. The

motion picture was premiered in Lanza’s native Philadelphia.

Under tutelage of Maestro Giacomo Spadoni, Mario Lanza
has gained a repertoire of six operas, is now adding four
more. Maestro Spadoni has coached many famous singers
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MY FIRST BIG OPPORTUNITY—Cont'd.

Admirers of the works of Bela Bartok will

be interested in two new albums released by
Vox-Polydor Records, the Piano Sonata

(1926) and the Piano Concerto No. 2 (1930-

31). Both piano parts are performed by An-

dor Foldes.
Music-lovers whose tastes were formed by

the great 19th century romantic piano works,

and by the pianistic tradition running back
to Bach, Scarlatti, Rameau and Couperin,
will find Bartok’s idiom strange and hard
to understand. Bartok, a passionate Hun-
garian, sought to emphasize characteristic

national folk-idioms in everything he wrote.

If the result is not always rich in what we
think of as folk-music characteristics, that

is no disparagement of Bartok’s earnestness

in writing it.

Bartok’s folk-music is not artless or un-
sophisticated; it is primitive. Hungary has

always been a fusion of East and West, and
in Bartok’s folk-themes the fierce Tartar

heartbeat is very near the surface. Wild,
savage energy pulses in every measure. It

is a far cry from the spirituals and Anglo-
Saxon ballads which constitute our own
folk-music heritage, still farther from the
elegantly finished compositions which Liszt
and Brahms in their day brought forward
as “Hungarian” music.

Mr. Foldes, an ardent proponent of Bar-
tok, performs both works with the ardor of
a Bartok protagonist. In the Concerto he is

ably seconded by the Lamoureux Orchestra,
conducted by Eugene Bigot.

Franz Josef Haydn wrote something over
a hundred symphonies—nobody is sure just

how many. Scores by the prolific Austrian
master are still coming to light. The New
Friends of Music a dozen years ago per-
formed what is thought to have been first

U. S. performances of eight Haydn sym-
phonies—a feat which would hardly have
been possible with the works of any other
classic master.

Haydn’s symphonies, of course, were not

all the complex organisms prevalent in the

19th century. In his own lifetime the art of

music, and especially sonata-form, was revo-

lutionized, with Haydn playing a large part

in the process. His last works prepared the

way for Mozart, Schubert and Beethoven.
His earliest symphonies were modeled on the

easy-going 18th century pattern, with string

parts playable by a quartet or a full sym-

phony string choir, and with wind parts

optional.
Now the Haydn Society of Boston an-

nounces its intention of publishing the com-
plete works of Haydn, and of recording

nearly all of it. Works not scheduled for

recording are those which, in the Society s

opinion, have already had competent re-

corded interpretations via commercial re-

cording companies, so that a new version

would serve no useful purpose.

The first batch of Haydn symphonies re-

leased by the Society includes seven works

which, with the possible exception of the

Symphony No. 31, in D (“With the Horn

rail”), are not included in the usual run

of record releases. The symphonies are

heard under the direction of a 30-year-old

Brooklyn conductor named Jonathan Stern-

berg. All the works are to be recorded on

10n^Ia
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trh.led for early release the Haydn Missa
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ln°b Minor
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nd the cotnp.Ce ora-

torio, “The Creation.

which was derived from my mother’s maiden
name, Maria Lanza.

In August I was considered advanced

enough to make my debut as Fenton in Otto

Nicolai’s “Merry Wives of Windsor.” Singing

opposite me in the role of Ford was the bari-

tone, Mack Harrell.

He stared at me and said, “Aren’t you the

Cocozza boy who studied violin with me at the

Settlement Music School in Philadelphia?”

It was true. I, a former violin student

turned singer, was teamed in the opera with

my former violin teacher, who also had be-

come a singer. We had a good laugh over this

strange trick of destiny.

After Tanglewood I had many offers for

concert appearances, based on the reviews of

my appearance which were printed in the

New York papers. Manager Arthur Judson

immediately signed me up for a 10-year con-

tract for concerts. R.C.A.-Victor followed with

a recording contract. Even more important

to me at that time was the check for S3,000

from R.C.A.-Victor to help me continue my
studies. They did not ask me to make records

until four years later, when they felt that I

was ready.

Then on September 2, 1942, the President

of the United States sent me a document

headed “Greetings” which, plainly speaking,

told me “You’re in the Army now.” All my
plans had to stop. Uncle Sam was calling and

Uncle Sam doesn’t wait. My Army career was

spent largely in music, and I did not even get

out of the U.S.A. I was assigned to the Air

Corps and spent three years in the division

devoted to such stage productions as “On the

Beam” and “Winged Victory.”

My debut in opera took place in “Madama
Butterfly” in New Orleans. This was followed

by appearances with the Philadelphia and

Boston Symphony Orchestras. Then came con-

certs before massed open air audiences at the

Hollywood Bowl and at Grant Park, Chicago,

where I sang for 76,000 people. America is

still the land of opportunity for vocal aspirants.

Mr. Louis B. Mayer of Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer heard me sing in the Hollywood Bowl

and gave me a seven-year contract with a

sliding scale beginning with $750 a week for

the first six months of each year. They have

me scheduled for a picture dealing with the

life of Caruso and also for a musical version

of Sancha Guitry’s “Deburra” in which I shall

have the honor of appearing with Ezio Pinza.

Mr. Mayer has assigned Maestro Giacomo
Spadoni to me as my coach. Maestro Spadoni

was at the Metropolitan Opera for ten years

and at the Chicago Grand Opera for 22 years

and had coached many famous singers. He
drills me for one hour each day.

One must never forget that the singer is

himself a musical instrument and that his first

obligation is to keep that instrument in the

finest possible condition. No matter how good

a violin or a piano may be, a Stradivarius or

a Steinway out of tune is worthless.

Many singers break down early in life from
wrong living habits. I am six feet tall. A year

ago I weighed 286 pounds. My normal weight
should be about 180. Today it is 180 and
with the help of my physical trainer, who
subjects me to a severe daily routine as he

would a prizefighter, it is going to stay there.

But a singer must have fun. He must be

happy. He must not worry or be depressed. I

find my happiness in my work and at home
with my wife and baby.
Very valuable to me also have been the con-

tinued counsel of my producer, Mr. Joe Paster-
nak, and the suggestions of Mr. Jose Iturbi.

Every public artist should have a good busi-

ness advisor. I owe a great debt to Mr. Sam
Wei er, whom I met early in my career. Mr-

ei er is a New York business man who not
only provided me with the necessary funds for
study and preparation, but has given me his
keen and sagacious judgment in all businessm
M
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How To Play a Melody
BY GUY MAIER, Mus. Doc.

To turn a graceful phrase
,
use your

arms freely, as string players do

.A.S a melody playing exercise, take any

series of notes of the same value like:

Updown up down etc.

“Sog-iog up to Fanddowpto

Start by playing alternate Up and Down
tones; even a slight Up rise of the wrist on

the first followed by a Down dip on the sec-

ond will do the trick. The Up (articulated)

tones are stressed slightly, the Downs

(bridges) are played very quietly. It is not

necessary to exaggerate wrist or elbow move-

ments. Just hold the elbow-tip floating and

featherweight . . . already the phrase sings.

Now play it again slightly faster, singing

the simple text as you play. The phrase shape

moves richly from D to F, then subsides to

the final D. The Ups and Downs in two’s

change easily to one elbow circle or bow,

which rises unobtrusively to F, then dips down
to C, with a gentle upfloat on the final D. At

the F, the elbow tip curves slightly upward,

as if you were putting your arm lovingly

around the piano.

Now experiment similarly with this little

Schumann excerpt from the “Childhood

Scenes” (Entreating Child), to ascertain for

yourself its shape and its Up and Down
curves. Be sure to play it first with alternate

Up and Down touches:

All melodies respond magically to this treat-

ment, and instantly come alive. Be careful not
to accent deliberately the beginning note of a
phrase thats just another unmusical item
which many teachers overlook. Always ascer-
tain which notes are bridge or passing notes,
and play these quietly. Always move toward
ascending top curves or toward long tones;
linger and circle slightly over these tops, and
gently stress all long tones.

A student inquires: “In playing a melody,
does the principle of playing short notes

softly which follow longer, stressed tones

apply only to the piano, or is it applicable to

other instruments as well?”

Only to piano, because sustained tone in-

struments—violin, flute, voice, and so on

—

have no percussion problem as pianists do.

Take for example, the first measures of

Schubert’s Ave Maria:

etc.

A ’cellist wouldn’t poke or thump out those

eighth notes after the long dotted halves, be-

cause of the “character” of his instrument.

The stringed instruments’ sustained bowing,
and the flute’s and voice’s column of air pre-

clude such bumptious treatment. Such instru-

ments would naturally start the F-sharp softer

than the long sustained G, and would then
swell out slightly toward the B. The A would
again emerge softly, as it moved to the final

sustained G.

If pianists would use their arms freely, as

stringed instrumentalists use their bow arms
(don’t forget that we too have bows, el-

bows!), they would turn out such lyric

phrases almost as beautifully as do the sus-

tained instrument players. One of the most

harmful rules of hokum ever perpetrated on

pianists has been the insistence of many
teachers that a tone which follows a long or

slightly lengthened note must be played loudly

in order to revitalize the line. This not only is

unnecessary, but unmusical.

Try this: Play the first note of the above

melody (right hand) richly, with a slightly

lifted elbow tip which dips down as you play

F-sharp and G softly, then rises gently again

at B. Do not feel that the F-sharp and G are

being consciously articulated, but simply

“bowed up” or crossed over to the top B.

Those two eighth notes are comparatively

unimportant bridges or curves from the longer

G to B.

Now try this: Play the first G by dropping

or sinking the wrist on it; then play F-sharp

and G with the fingers, enunciating them

clearly; then play the B with another “sink”

of the wrist.

Which do you prefer? Isn’t it obvious that

the first way breathes life into the phrase,

while the second suffocates it? Remember that

nothing in music drops, sinks, or plunks. Mu-
sic soars, floats, lifts. That is its primary

function. One of the first ways to achieve

these qualities is to study melodic lines for

the stressed, articulated tones, and for the

bridge or vibrational tones between them.

BEETHOVEN'S "FOR ELISE"
I wonder why Beethoven’s charming “For

Elise” is neglected nowadays. Is it because

teachers persist in thinking of it as a pale,

sappy little “album-leaf”? It is one of Beetho-

ven’s simplest, loveliest compositions, excel-

lent for developing fourth and fifth finger

freedom, smooth elbow-shaped, “steering

wheel” balance, and is one of the best inter-

mediate studies in legato. To be sure, it is

fragile and sensitive, like the young lady for

whom it wgs written—but anemic, never! Ar-

tur Schnabel has revealed its true quality in a

beautiful recording of it. You will love the

disc (if you can secure it).

Beethoven wrote it for his seventeen-year-

old-pupil, Therese Malfatti of Vienna. When
his publisher received the manuscript and

couldn’t decipher Beethoven’s atrocious hand-

writing he simply called Therese “Elise.” A
painted portrait of “Elise,” which still exists,

shows her with black-brown eyes, slightly

turned-up nose, large brimmed hat—a very

attractive, aristocratic young lady. The thirty-

nine-year-old Beethoven, a tousled bear of a

man, was strongly attracted by his charming
girl pupil—who was no great shakes as a stu-

dent. When she and her family left Vienna
for the summer holidays Beethoven was dis-

consolate. He wrote her several letters; this

one is especially touching:

“You have such a fine talent for music, why
not devote yourself entirely to it? Why not

make use of your feeling for all that is beau-

tiful and good, in learning to recognize the

higher perfection which radiates its blessings

on us in such a beautiful art as music?”
Then, to console himself in his loneliness.

Beethoven composed the piece for “Elise” and
sent it to her. Purposely he kept it quite
simple. I recommend “Elise” to all young girl

students who want to make friends with
Beethoven.
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MUSIC LOVER'S BOOKSHELF

By B. Meredith Cadman

Everyday Worship and Music

“EVERY DAY RELIGION.” By Don Delano

Tullis. Pages, 64. Price, $1.00. Publisher,

The Rodeheaver, Hall-Mack Co.

Don Delano Tullis, one of the best known

clergymen of the West, is famed for his in-

spirational sermons, many of which have

been syndicated in condensed form by the

North American Newspaper Alliance and

have been read by millions. Homer Rode-

heaver, famous gospel musical revivalist and

music publisher, conceived the idea of re-

printing these page-long sermonettes and

accompanying each one with a widely used

gospel hymn. Although recently published,

this collection has already had a widespread

sale for both church and home use. In these

days of the revival of spiritual activity in

the face of world pessimism, such a work is

needed to bring understanding and cheer.

Polish Vistas

“MADE IN POLAND.” By Louise Llewellyn

Jarecka. Pages, 297. Price, $3.50. Publisher,

Alfred Knopf.

Poland, now so much in the international

picture, is still little known to the world at

large. Not since your reviewer encountered

George Brandes’ notable work upon Poland

has he seen a comparably graphic picture of

this Slavic nation of great age.

Music lovers will find particular interest in

the chapters upon Frederyk Chopin, “How
They Sing in Poland,” “Fretless Fiddles/’ and

“On With the Dance.” The illustrations by the

noted Polish artist, M. S. Nowicki, add dis-

tinction to this valuable volume.

Talisman's "Stravinsky"

“IGOR STRAVINSKY.” By Alexandre Tans-

man. Price, $4.00. Publisher, Putnam.

This excellent translation of Tansman’s

“Stravinksy” will be welcomed by all ad-

mirers of the Russian master. It does much

to do away with the aura of mysticism with

which his other biographers have glamorized

him. Stravinsky is a hardworking genius of

the highest type. He has a practical as well

as a philosophical and poetic aspect of i e.

Tansman is right when he says, In my opin-

ion, Stravinsky’s work should be evaluated ex-

clusively from the purely musical viewpoint in

relation to the laws of composition. It should

not be evaluated from any positive consid-

eration of a subjective, dialectical or aes-

thetic nature.” Again he notes, “Stravinsky

brings the creative artist back to the path

he has left and to his rightful place as a

man who works at musical composition,

20

instead of making him a being separated

from humanity by some mysterious and im-

penetrable mark. It is not very probable

that Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt or Degas,

pulled their hair out as they painted, that

Shakespeare, Moliere, or Valery wrote, or

that Bach, Mozart, or Debussy composed,

covering sheets of paper in a burning fever

or a state of ecstatic exaltation. Rather, they

created, like Igor Stravinsky, lucidly realizing

the chosen and limited material, seeking per-

fection and striving for balance between in-

nate sensitivity and inventive intelligence.”

.

Stravinsky’s devotion to Bach has been

told many times. Once he said to your re-

viewer.

“Every composer must see an hear his

artistic visions with his own eyes. Chopin,

for instance, saw his piano in a totally dif-

ferent manner from that in which I see it.

Through the better part of his life he wrote

melodies for the piano which could be played

by other instruments and even sung by the

voice with quite as great facility. Yet Chopin

is known pre-eminently as the composer for

the piano. Please do not think that I do not

admire his works enthusiastically. It is merely

that he had other gods than mine. Aestheti-

cally, he belonged to another age. Chopin is

not my musical god. I have higher honor

and admiration for the great Liszt, whose

immense talent in composition is often under-

rated. Yet I do not go for my gods to Liszt,

nor to the nineteenth century, but rather

way back to Johann Sebastian Bach whose

universal mind and enormous grasp upon

musical art has never been transcended. One

must go to the door of Bach and knock if

one would see my musical god.”

Tansman’s work is in no sense a biography,

but rather an amazingly penetrative appraisal

of the compositions of one of the greatest

masters. Tansman himself is one of the fore-

most composers of the day.

Jewish Music Past and Present

“THE MUSIC OF ISRAEL: ITS RISE AND
GROWTH THROUGH FIVE THOUSAND
YEARS.” By Peter Gradenwitz. Pages, 334.

Price, $5.00. Publisher, W. W. Norton, Inc.

Peter Gradenwitz presents in “The Music of

Israel” an able, scholarly history of the rise

and growth of Hebrew music during five

thousand years. The race which, in the word

of the author, has been “dispersed among the

nations of the globe and subjected to oppres-

sion and persecution for two millennea,” has

always found joy and comfort in music. In

the Bible from Genesis to Revelations there

are over one hundred and fifty references to

music and musical instruments. Over forty of

the Psalms of David are addressed “to the

chief musician.”

Music in modern Judaism from Mendels-
sohn to Schoenberg occupies the latter half of

the book, and is treated in very broad aspects,

particularly in the instances of the younger
Jewish composers and musicians.

Published at the time of the establishment
of the new Je%vish nation of Israel, and the

subsidence of the wars in Palestine brought
about through the diplomacy of an American
Negro diplomat, Dr. Bunche, it is significant
of the great progress in international-inter-
racial and interdenominational affairs.

An Unusual Career
AZALIA, The Life of Madame E. Azalia
Hackley. By M. Marguerite Davenport.
ages, 196. Price $3.00. Publishers, Chap-

man and Grimes, Boston, Mass.
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Tlhe Violinist's Forum

Conducted by HAROLD BERKLEY

A Cure for OVERTAXED

Film FINGERS

By RONALD INGALLS

1

Overtaxed little finger of bow
hand has collapsed, losing proper
curved shape. Large muscle at side

of palm (arrow) must supplement it.

2

To strengthen finger, hold how
in left hand, place bow fingers

carefully, release left hand. Keep
right-hand fingers always arched.

nrilE little finger of the bow hand must be

sturdy, and at the same time supple. If the

first or second joint of the finger buckles, as

in Figure 1, the player loses a great deal in

control of the bow in pianissimi, and further-

more finds it difficult if not impossible to keep

the bow from skidding on the string. Several

pupils with fingers in this condition have
come to the writer, and he has been able to

work out a sequence of exercises which have
proven of extreme value in overcoming such

a weakness.

The underlying principle is to cultivate the

muscle on the outside of the palm, so that it,

instead of the frail muscle in the finger itself,

does the work. But, to a pupil whose finger

has been allowed to get in this condition, the

hardest part will be to let the finger remain

relaxed, so that the larger muscle can have

a chance to develop.

First of all, how does a finger get in such a

state as this? Contrary to a common miscon-

ception, it does not indicate an inherent weak-

ness in the finger. The little finger muscle has

been called upon for more strength than it is

capable of exerting, and so something has had

to give way. This inevitably occurs at the

first or second joint.

To overcome this state, the muscle at the

side of the palm (Figure 1) must be brought

into use to supplement the little finger mus-

cle. As mentioned above, the pupil must ab-

solutely avoid overtaxing the finger. The
joints must remain arched at all times to al-

low the larger muscle to develop a supple-

mentary and synchronous action with the lit-

tle finger.

Hold the bow by the stick in the left hand
in front of the body, a little higher than waist

level, and place the bow fingers slowly, one
at a time (Figure 2). Take the left hand away
slowly, leaving the bow suspended in the right

hand. Do this as many times as necessary for

the little finger to remain arched.

When that state is reached, with the bow in

the right hand in front of the body, lower the

arm slowly to the side, so that stick points

forward and slightly ( Continued on page 64)

3

When Exercise 2 is mastered,
point how slowly forward and down-
ward. Don’t move fingers on stick;

make sure little finger stays curved.

4

Now practice turning forearm so

that how swings from left to right.

Practice slowly at start; first finger

may slip if movement is too rapid.

5

Lastly, swing stick to first posi-

tion. This is hard for fourth finger

at first. End of stroke should he
precise, with no wavering of how.
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Good orchestras don’t happen—they are

the result of hard work and careful planning

by DAVID HUGHES

Til SC1ML ORCHESTRA!

It is generally agreed that the success of

our bands in the public schools is due to the

incentive of activity. They do things. They

have glamour. They contribute in many ways

to the community’s musical life.

Why not let the orchestra do things too?

Glamorize it. Give it an equal incentive. If

that is done, we can practically guarantee just

as successful a season for the orchestra as for

the band.

The appeal of the band is partly due to the

fact that its members wear uniforms, play for

football and basketball games, pep sessions,

parades, and participate in contests and play

a few concerts each year.

Orchestra appeal can be equally strong. Its

members can also play for assemblies, civic

and community programs, class plays, educa-

tional conferences, concerts—and in uniform.

As I travel over the country to direct band

and orchestra clinics and to judge music con-

tests, I find there is usually a reason for a

school’s having an outstanding orchestra, band

or chorus. Good orchestras don’t happen by

accident.

First, the director of music must want an

orchestra. This is very necessary, because if

he is not sold on an orchestra, he cannot sell

his school officials and community on one. It is

improbable that they will force one upon him.

After he has decided that he wants an or-

chestra, he should go to his school officials

with a definite plan or outline for the building

of the organization over a period of a few

years. If his plan includes the need of a great

number of instruments and teachers and a

large outlay of money, he is sure to be refused.

He°should take it easy and build one gradually.

In a certain town of 35,000 people, let us

assume there are one high school two junior

high schools, and ten grade schools. For this

town I suggest the following plan.

One teacher could start the orchestra pro-

gram. The high school orchestra might re-

hearse in full two days a week, reserving two

additional days a week for rehearsing strings

alone. It is important to rehearse strings alone,

first to build confidence in playing, second to

overcome problems of bowing fingering the

correct positions for most effective playing,

third, to develop a better and bigger tone.

The junior high orchestra might rehearse

twice a week, and receive two additional peri-

ods per week in viola, cello and string bass.

As progress is made in the orchestra and

string program, the school officials and com-

munity will provide as much equipment as

possible.

Most outstanding orchestra set-ups are the

result of an ideal grade school (4-5-6) sched-

ule—

t

wo half-hour violin classes a week and

two half-hour orchestra rehearsals a week with

one hour in each grade school for special les-

sons on bass violin, cello, and viola.

The plans which, we find, obtain the best

results are those using pre-band or exploratory

instrumental classes. The fourth grade seems

to be the best starting point. In one semester,

two half-hour periods a day should be taught

and, if possible, they should be taught by the

music teacher in the school or in some school

programs by the classroom teacher. The super-

visor or instrumental music teachei should

visit the class as frequently as possible and

assist the teacher and pupils.

During class lessons, the teacher should ask

students to play individually as much as pos-

sible as this helps to develop poise, leadership,

and confidence. After the class has progressed,

it should be invited to play before the whole

student body at an assembly program. This

gives the young musicians an opportunity to

show the student body the progress they have

made, and in addition serves as a motivating

force to every member of the group.

In many schools these exploratory instru-

mental classes are dressed up for performances

with caps and hats and capes made from crepe

paper. In some cases the P. T. A. has provided

cloth caps and capes made by the mothers.

It is always a good plan to demand competi-
lion in the placing of students in classes. The
try-out plan is very important. Every three
weeks, or whenever advisable, one should have
the students play individually in class The
teacher can then place students according to
the progress they have made. This competition
serves as incentive for all to work harder

At the end of the semester, a public perform-
ance before the P.T.A. meeting, with parents
and students in the audience would be like a
graduation concert After the group has per-
foimed, it would be wise to have a string
quintet perform, first as individuals playing
solos and then as a group. This programwould create the desired interest in pla

°
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BAND AND ORCHESTRA DEPARTMENT edited by William D. Revelli

and make the class enjoyable, much progress

can be made.

The fifth and sixth grade string students

can be put into a school orchestra. The orches-

tra should have uniforms such as dark skirts

and white blouses for girls, and white shirts

and dark trousers for boys. Some schools pro-

vide caps and capes.

The grade school orchestra should play in

public at least once each semester, plus one

performance each semester before the student

body.

The junior high school orchestra is a very

important step in the orchestra program. We
all know this age is a difficult one as the child

begins to develop physically as well as men-
tally. The older junior high students in the

orchestra should be encouraged to help the

younger students in rehearsals. For the first

six weeks, older students might be placed next

to younger students in rehearsals, using the

“buddy” plan.

Junior high orchestras should sponsor con-

tests; each student should be encouraged to

play a solo as well as in ensemble.

Private instruction is very important at

this period of the string and orchestra pro-

gram in your schools. A suggested plan for

this stage of development would be to call

all the string teachers in your community to

a special meeting. At this meeting you might
outline the plan for the string and orchestra

program in the schools, presenting the goals
you as the director have in mind for the setup.

Then ask their ideas on the plan.

You will find that the private teacher is an
integral part of the program. Encourage all

the students to study privately with a teacher
in or near the community. You will find that

this teacher will have a personal interest in
the school orchestra and will instruct the stu-

dents accordingly, therefore giving you better

material for the future. You will have more
time to cultivate an interest both in new stu-

dents and in the community. Encourage your

students to play in solo and ensemble contests, i

both local and state. This will develop char-

acter, poise, the spirit of competition and the

desire to succeed, and will play an important
part in developing the students’ musical ability.

In junior and senior high schools, the or-

chestra should be on the same footing as the

band. It is advisable and desirable to give the

concerts on the same night, devoting half the

time to each one. The orchestra might play

the first half, using the band for the finale.

This plan simplifies ticket sales, and by using
more students, it attracts more people. The
real purpose, of course, is to keep the two
organizations on a par.

Naturally, if 0ne is to keep the interest of

the audience alive, programming is very im-
portant. Play good music that the students can
play well. Arrangements of the right sort are
vital! (There are many good arrangements of
symphonic works which are not difficult.)

Variety can be added (Continued oti page 57)

How Many Players

Make a Band?
A university class undertakes to survey batids, to discover

the size and instrumentation of the “average band”

BY PHILIP LANG

To the arranger, scoring a musical com-
position for band is both a challenge and a

headache. He may set down almost any bi-

zarre combination of instruments in the cer-

tainty that some band, somewhere, will happen
to have just that assort-

ment of players; yet there

is no standard instrumen-

tation which nine-tenths

of the nation’s bands will

find usable.

Compare this with sym-
phonic procedure. The
symphony orchestra is

standardized. The string

section, backbone of the

orchestra, is unvarying,

except for oddities like

Brahms’ Serenade in A
Major without violins.

Brass and woodwinds are

variable, but their ratio is

constant. Thus if a com-
poser scores for four

oboes rather than the two
found in Haydn and Mozart scores, he is

likely to double French horns and trumpets

also.

The band, younger than the orchestra, has

no such basic instrumental structure. At

present it is a heterogeneous assortment of

wind, brass and percussion instruments, vary-

ing in components and number with each en-

semble.

A most potent force in American entertain-

ment and music education, the band has risen

to a peak of almost incredible popularity. Mu-
sic Education has promoted and uniformed

the band, but has not standardized it. The
instrumentation of the band is in dire need of

constructive experimentation and eventual

standardization.

During the past 25 years there have been

no organized experiments in band scoring. To
be sure, committees, conferences and inter-

ested groups have solemnly deliberated the

expulsion of this or that instrument from the

band. Many instruments so marked for dele-

tion have never had a fair test of their value

in band performance. But a long-range pro-

gram aimed at creating a standard band in-

strumentation has still to be undertaken.
The band’s most obvious lack of standardi-

zation is in size. How big is a band? If a band
work is to be commissioned, how many play-

ers should the composer
write for—30, 70 or 100?
At present the answer
seems to be that it de-

pends on the band.

Our composer also will

need to know what in-

struments these players

are using. How many
oboes and bassoons does
the band contain—if any?
What is the proportion of

trumpets to cornets—or

is any distinction made?
What is the overall bal-

ance of instruments? The
size of various sections

seems to be limited in

some cases only by the

available number of play-

ers with instruments. As a result these sec-

tions assume such overwhelming proportions
that the balance of instrumentation is de-

stroyed.

How many players make a band, and what
instruments do they play?

As a composer and arranger of band music
I have asked this question countless times.
There are as many answers as there are
bands. All writers and publishers of band mu-
sic, in an effort to make their music available
to the greatest number, strive to visualize this
mythical ensemble. Its vagueness has resulted
in many different standards of instrumen-
tation.

In my scoring classes at the University of
Michigan last summer the term “average
band” was used to describe this unknown
ensemble. The term proved more confusing
than helpful. There were as many views of
what it meant as there were students in the
class, and all had facts to support their
claims.

We determined to resolve the confusion by
a survey. We pre- (Continued on next page)

Philip Lang is a member of the faculty of the University of Michigan
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(iContinued from Page 23)

pared mimeographed forms listing

all possible instruments of the

band. Over a two-week period

members of the class interviewed

the 99 members of the University

of Michigan Summer Session

Band and the 187 guests of the

Band Directors’ Workshop Con-

ference. These directors listed in-

strumentation of their bands and

specified whether they were col-

lege, high school or junior high

school level.

To these 213 tabulations we
added statistics in the University’s

files and my own, bringing the

total number of bands analyzed to

345. The following chart shows
findings of the survey:

The “average band” arrived at

by our survey is of practical size.

Professionals as well as educators

generally agree that a well-bal-

anced symphonic band would be

between 60 and 80 players. Our
ensemble is at the bottom extreme,

permitting the strengthening of

existing sections which are felt to

be weak at present.

Our survey appears to show
that the E-flat clarinet will very

shortly* be extinct. Most band
leaders hedge on this issue by
pointing with pride to the growth
of flute sections. It is true that the

E-flat clarinet poses problems of

intonation and tone. Nevertheless

it has a strong, distinctive color,

both as solo instrument and as re-

inforcement of the high B-flat clar-

inet passages. These functions can-

not be assigned to flutes, whatever

their number.

Three hundred and forty-five

bands produced only 40 fluegel-

horns! Doubtless a great many of

the directors polled have never

even seen this instrument. The
fluegelhorn has never been given

{Continued from Page 13)

an overcoat from October 1 until

April 1. He is convinced that the

most important thing for a singer

is to keep his chest warm.

At a recent convention of the

American Medical Association,

Dr. Hobart A. Reimann, of Jef-

ferson Medical College, Philadel-

phia, was invited to analyze the

value of treatments for the com-

mon cold and its related infec-

tions. Dr. Reimann came to the

rather gloomy conclusion that in

the last analysis, “we can’t cure a

24

a fair chance to demonstrate its

value to the band and certainly de-

serves an opportunity. The uncer-

tain low register of the cornet can

be sounded with ease and surety

on this instrument. Most third-

cornet parts would be easier and
more musical if assigned to flue-

gelhorns.

Our survey found alto and bass

clarinets present in almost equal

numbers. The bass clarinet is an

extremely popular instrument,

largely due to its ability to play

bassoon cues. Concerning the alto

clarinet, however, there are two

extreme viewpoints.

One group holds that the instru-

ment is poorly constructed, inef-

fectual in performance, and should

be banished from the ensemble.

The opposing view is that alto

clarinets should be present in

greater numbers to balance the

bass clarinets, thereby completing

the clarinet family. True, alto clar-

inets in the past have been poorly

constructed, but the new models
are a definite improvement. And
in our hypothetical 61-piece band,

as every arranger knows, a single

alto clarinet would never be heard.

Assuming that the band should

have a clarinet core like the

SURVEY BY UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

INSTRUMENTS
Piccolos (C) ....

Piccolos (Db) .,

TOTAL IN
345 BANDS

. 5 ...

NUMBER IN
“AVERAGE BAND”

Oboes
English Horns
Eb Clarinets

Bb Clarinets
Eb Alto Clarinets . . .

.

Bb Bass Clarinets . . .

.

Contra Bass Clarinets

Contra Bassoons

Bb Bass

Fluegelhorns
French Horn!
Altos (Eb)

Bass Trombones
Baritones

22 3.79

1282

420 1.21 /

40
65

6040 ...... 17.75

310 80
380
20
310
15

1065 3.08

535
955 ...... .73

15
2645 ...... 7.66 ?

720 ...... 2.08 (

40
1305 3.07

[

235 .69

»

1740 ...... 5.04 (

95 .07 f

985 2.89

'

360 1.04 /

770 2.23 J

1490 ...... 4.31

1.311

9.742

3.763

5.114

3.274

Players in

21095 60.42 “Average Band”

1 The combined figure is perhaps more accurate, as these undoubtedly are doubles.

2 Most directors listed only cornets and no trumpets, indicating that they either <li card the trumpet

parts or have them played by cornets.
. , ...

8 In many cases two French Horns and two altos were listed, indicating a policy of combining these

instruments to play the four horn parts.instruments to play the lour Horn parts.
. , ,,

In both these instances the combined figure is more accurate in approximating the number of

players in each section.

A MUSICIAN'S WORST ENEMY—THE COMMON COLD

cold.” Medicine so far has no spe-

cific treatment that can shorten at-

tacks of colds, grippe, catarrh and

influenza. Some day, he said, we

may have a specific treatment for

colds. Cold vaccines, according to

Dr. Reimann, are merely a fad.

Regarding cold prevention, we

may be more optimistic. It is fre-

quently possible to check a begin-

ning cold at its onset. Heat is the

best remedy, by external as well

as internal methods. Some doctors

recommend hot water bottles, elec-

tric pads, a hot bath or shower,

and heat internally generated by
hot tea or lemonade. The use of
aspirin tablets and similar dru»s
always under medical advice, may
induce perspiration and produce
good results. There is some truth
in the old saying: If you keep y0Ur
head cool and your feet warm
you will avoid colds.

Treatment of colds with chloro-
phyll nose drops has been suc-
cessful in some cases—like all
other methods of treating a com-
mon cold. One explanation

is
that chlorophyll increases the re-

U VlVllWllUj u
sufficient number of alto clarinets
is definitely needed. Thus the
B-flat and E-flat clarinets would
correspond roughly to first and
second violins, alto clarinets to
violas, bass clarinets to cellos and
contrabass clarinets to the orches-
tral double-bass.

Saxophones made a gratifying
showing in our survey. We feel
that if the ratio of 2-1-1 is main-
tained for alto, tenor and baritone
saxophones, they will increase in
value to the band. With the addi-
umi of the bass saxophone, an-
oilier separate quartet, strong in
color and facility, is added to the
band.

Our survey indicates that the
distinction between trumpets and
cornets is gradually being elimi-
nated. The present tendency is to
eliminate trumpet parts, or have
them played by cornets. If this
continues, the band will lose an-
other valuable tone-color.
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THE TEACHER'S E0OM0TAILI
Conducted by MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc.

Eminent French-American Pianist,

Conductor, Lecturer, and Teacher

Correspondents are requested to limit letters to 150 words

Pray, Be Seated

I have a problem on my hands and it worries me
considerably, so I come to you for advice: one of

my pupils is a girl seventeen years old. She is very

gifted and is already advanced; but in spite of all

other qualities, I don’t seem to be able to make her

play both hands together. It spoils her playing and

sounds very amateurish to my ears. I have told

her about it again and again, with no avail. What
can I do? Thank you ever so much for your helpful

suggestions. — (Mrs.) C. K. W., Florida.

Two things can be done, and here they are:

Technically—Put this girl on a diet of very

simple five finger exercises, played each hand

separately and very slowly to the beat of a

metronome set at 52 or 54 to the sixteenth

note (in Aloys Schmitt’s “Preparatory Exer-

cises,” for instance). See that she concentrates

on striking the keys simultaneously with the

metronome. Augment the tempo little by little.

Then come back to the slow motion with both

hands together, increasing the speed as before

but never allowing it to throw the hands out

of line. Next, apply the same method to several

of Bach’s two part Inventions, such as Nos. I,

IV, VIII and XIII, leaving out trills and orna-

mentation. With the proper application on her

part results should soon be noticeable. Be sure

and check on the metronome: if not in good

condition, better use an electric metronome
which is always stable and even.

Psychologically—Quote from the great mas-
ters and try to do it in your best, convincing,

and impressive way:
Bach : “One must put the true finger on the

true key, on the true beat.”
Mozart: “What is most necessary in music

and most difficult, is the beat, the tempo.”
Schumann : “The playing of certain virtuosi

is uneven, like the steps of a man who is intoxi-

cated.”

And Chopin who, in less colorful but even
more forceful words, simply said to students
who distorted the beats by anticipating the left

hand

:

“Pray, be seated.”

The Divine Master

In your opinion, which great composer can be
considered as the most perfect, all-around master
whose music affords the best material for developing

in students a really musical playing, with clarity of

technique, good phrasing and faithful observance of

accents, rests, and rhythm?—E. G. W., Washington.

Mozart.

For Better Phrasing

One of my students has a great deal of difficulty

with her phrasing. I try to explain to her the mean-

ing of strong and weak beats, melodic line, and ac-

cents. But she is careless and I feel that my ex-

planations are wasted. Please give me some ideas as

to how I could conquer this trouble, for she does

very well in all other respects. I will appreciate

your answer very much indeed.

— (Mrs.) H. B. T., Pennsylvania.

In the matter of phrasing, pianists are at a

disadvantage next to string instrument players

who are helped by the swinging of the bow, or

vocalists whose “wind supply” takes care to a

certain extent of the melodic delivery with

proper “tapering off” at the end of phrases.

But we, poor pianists, find ourselves facing a

bleak, black and white, unsympathetic denture

which stares at us and offers no help at all.

So why not borrow from the more fortunate

ones?

A good thing to do with a pupil like yours

is to get her to sing the melody, make her no-

tice the natural inflexions of her tones, and

direct her to try to do likewise on the piano.

This usually brings fine results. I use it ex-

tensively not only in my Clinics, but for my-

self. And if sometimes I hesitate between two

different possibilities of phrasing, I call in my
wife, Dr. Evangeline Lehman. She knows ev-

erything about music in general, and voice in

particular, so I ask her to sing the passage;

then I decide accordingly.

“Why don’t you sing it yourself?” you

might say. This is another story. Years ago in

Paris as a Conservatoire student, I had vocal

ambitions. I even took lessons and practiced

one hour every single day. But when threats

of eviction came from the landlord, my mother

said, with a twinkle in her eye: “Maurice, you

really have such a lovely voice ... for writ-

ing!”

Thereafter I never sang.

Mozart Fantasy

Al the present time I am studying the Fantasy in

D Minor by Mozart for a piano competition next

spring, and I would like some information about the

way in which it must be played.

In the chromatic scale of the second presto, would
it sound correct to start slowly, get faster with the

crescendo . and then slow down again as you finish the

scale, so as to be playing rather slowly as you enter

the following tempo primo? I would like to play it

that way but I don’t know what the judges would say

about it. Also, do you think I should follow the

tempos given, or should it be played a little bit

faster? I think it sounds entirely too slow with the

tempos given. Thank you very much.
—(Miss) R. E. II., Washington

Here’s a welcome question, for it involves

one of the loveliest compositions ever written

by Mozart. True, it is comparatively easy to

play, and short too; but what beauties are

contained in these few pages! It is in turn

dramatic, profound, brilliant, graceful, joy-

ous. It also calls for a wide range of tone

coloring and varied attacks. Really, it is a

“must” for anyone aspiring to become a quali-

fied interpreter of the Divine Master.

As to your idea regarding the chromatic

scale: my congratulations. Yours is the proper

way to play this passage and other similar

ones. Flexibility is advisable, for Mozart (and

Beethoven too) often wrote out in actual six-

teenths, thirty-seconds, or sixty-fourths—some-

times with numerals for uneven groups—free,

cadenza-like measures for which modern com-

posers would use a more convenient notation

in small type, with no bars at all.

For the tempos, you may suit yourself. Play

as you feel. The metronome marks reflect the

conception of one editor only. Other editions

will have different markings.

What the judges will say? It all depends

on whether they are artists or pedants. For
fairness’ sake—and your own—I hope they

belong in the former category, and are not

the kind Debussy had in mind when he once
proposed that "first, the examiners should he
. . . examined!”
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Improvements in

Small Pipe Organs

By ALEXANDER McCURDY

• In. answer to readers’ inquiries. Dr. Alex-

ander McCurdy reports on small pipe organs

available for use in church and home.

THE pipe-organ, one of the oldest instru-

ments devised by man, shows, I am glad to

see, no signs of losing its popularity. Readers

often write in to say that they will settle for

nothing less than an organ with real pipes, no

matter how small. Just the other day, I had

such a communication from an ETUDE
reader.

We all have a right to our own opinions

and should not hesitate to express them. I

am sure there are numerous organists, organ

committees and congregations who also would

settle for nothing except a real pipe organ.

Fortunately, this can be managed today

even with a modest budget. Since the advent

of unit organs, we are able to get more use

from a limited number of pipes than ever

before. The unit system gives us duplexing,

augmentation and all the other means where-

by a few pipes can be put to many uses.

During the twenties, because of its exten-

sive use in motion picture theatres, the unit

organ underwent an immense development.

Some organ men believe the overall develop-

ment of the instrument, tonally and mechani-

cally, was greater during that decade than at

any other period.

Of course, there are others who disagree

to the point of contending that it was a time

of degeneration as far as organ tone was con-

cerned. They will perhaps concede that some

progress was made in the mechanical con-

struction of the instrument.

Whatever the merits of this controversy,

the fact remains that, spurred by the com-

petition of electronic organ makers, whose

product is relatively inexpensive, easy to

move and install, and improving in quality

each year, the pipe-organ builders are turning

out remarkable instruments at comparable
prices. Some are even cheaper than the elec-

tronic equivalent.

Small organs are now being built by the

Moller Organ Company of Hagerstown, Mary-
land, the Aeolian-Skinner Company of Bos-

ton, Durst and Company of Erie, Pennsyl-
vania, the Wicks Organ Company of High-
land, Illinois, the Estey Organ Company of

Brattleboro, Vermont, the Kilgen Organ Com-
pany of St. Louis, and the Reuter Organ
Company of Lawrence, Kansas. All are instru-

ments of moderate cost, utilizing a limited

number of pipes.

I have recently inspected and played several
of the new models, and am impressed by the

remarkable things which an organ-builder
with skill and imagination can achieve with
relatively few organ-pipes. For many years I

met in my house a stock two-manual, three-
stop organ with only 195 pipes. After it was
installed, an expert from the great organ com-
pany that built the instrument spent several
days revoicing it. When he finished his work,
the organ was a gem of its kind.
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A small pipe-organ. Actual pipes are shown

above, with case removed. In use, pipes are

enclosed in black walnut case. Separate

console gives flexibility in placement.
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. „ . „ BEDKICH SMETANA
Allegro non ti;opjo_ t^. Concert Paraphrase by Michel Michelet
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DAWN OP SPRING
Grade

8

s

allra°‘,V* COm*,ositioa sbould be Played as effortless* as possible. Observe the rests in the pm Unto with great exactness.

Moderato (J=ios) J-r ^ .
GIUSEPPE STABILE

|

Copyright 1949 by Oliver Ditson Company

International C„pyrie^,,, re(i
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ANDANTE RELIGIOSO
For study purposes play this piece at first.without the pedal in as legato a style as possible; then pedal only where indicated.

In thousands of churches the piano is still used instead of the organ. By preserving an organ-like legato
,
even in chord-passages,

an excellent effect may be simulated. Grade 4. FOREST M SHUMAKER
Andante religioso (J =66)
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AN OLD-FASHIONED POSY
Grade 3

Moderato(J = 72)

con espressione

O. SCHBLDRUR DBBRG

* From here go hack to the beginning and play to Fine , then play TRIO.

Copyright 1940 by Theodore Presser Co.
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Andante
BACH-GOUNOD

Adapted by Traugott Rohner

HARP
or

PIANO
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CHERRY DROPS
ERIC STEINER

5 5
Copyright 1949 by Oliver Ditson Company International Copyright secured
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MOSS ROSES
G rade. 2^.

VERNON LANE;

Valse moderato (J*=54)

I I

Copyright 1949 by Theodore PresserCo.

British Copyright secured
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PROM THE ORIENT
Grade 8-

. WILLIAM SCHER
Andante con moto(J = 76)

a 51 A o A

Copyright 1946 by Theodore PresserCo. British Copyright secured
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THE MUFFIN MAN
Arr. by MILDRED HOFSTAD

2 3

AU CLAIR DE LA LUNE
Grade 1.

Slowly? with expression ^rn by MILDRED HOFSTAD

Copyright 1948 by The John Church Company International Copyright
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Grade 2.

MARCH OF THE SNOW MEN
OPAL LOUISE HAYES

I 2 4
In stately manner ^=132) 1 1

2 9
Copyright 1948 by Theodore Presser Co.

2

Grade 1j.
BUBBLE GUM

In march time (J = so)
A 1 2

A Z.

British Copyright secured
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HOW TO CHOOSE A VIOLIN

(Continued from Page 9)

the majority of professionals

should seek a round and full tone

of ample volume. Flexibility and
responsiveness are far more im-

portant than sweetness of tone.

The beautiful tone produced by
artists on very ordinary violins

amply demonstrates the import-

ance of first learning to draw a

good tone before condemning an

instrument.

The question of which violin is

the best, the old or the new. is one
that will remain, since only time

can mellow the tone to its fullest

extent. This much, however, is

certain: a good new violin is

better than any poorly made old

one, and a decidedly better in-

strument than a badly repaired

old master.

Old violins as a rule sound bet-

ter to the player, the old Italians

being especially sought after for

this reason. The impression made
on the' audience, however, is a far

different story. Many of the old

Italian violins in use today are

decidedly lacking in power. Where
cost is of no importance to the

player, he can make his selection

from the very best of the old

Italian masters, and be safely as-

sured of both quality and quantity

of tone, but any player of moder-

“CARRY IIIM ALONG” is a
fiance song from New Providence
island arranged by William
Grant Still. The story behind it

>s as follows:

A Nassau (Bahamas) man was
supposedly dead. Although his
poor widow could not afford to
have him embalmed or to rent
:I hearse, she did all that she
could, baking sweet cookies and
buying a little rum, a black dress
and veil, and a coffin. As the
funeral procession left the
church for the graveyard, the
supposedly dead man sat up in
his coffin. Looking around, he
*aw his employer, his weeping
mfe

, and himself in the coffin
on the shoulders of its hearers,
and realized that lie was not
•lead and was therefore utterly
opposed to being buried. The
wife, remembering that in prep-
aration for the funeral she had
spent all that she had been able
to scrape together, was unpleas-
antly surprised to find her hus-
band alive. Consequently when
the husband announced, “Massa,
me no dead yet!” she sternly
commanded the hearers to carry
him along and bury him anyway.
The song-makers “put it in sing”
and made a very amusing song
and dance of the incident.

ate means who contemplates buy-
ing a violin, should keep an open
mind and make the instrument

prove its superiority in use rather

than on its maker’s reputation.

The violins made in Italy be-

tween 1680 and 1770 by the better

makers are without doubt the

finest violins in existence today.

But this is of no advantage tc

the average players, as these vio-

lins range in price from $5,000

to $50,000. Many of the Italian

violins made by the third genera-

tion of the old makers are actually

inferior to a good modern violin.

When selecting a violin, do not

pay too much attention to the mod-
el. Violins of disapproved models
are sometimes tonally superior to

even genuine Stradivarius violins.

Let tone and tone alone decide for

you. As a general rule, choose a

flat-arched violin in preference to

a high-arched instrument. The flat

pattern usually is more full and
even in tone and is less likely to

be tubby. The Guarnerius model
will usually have a large, grand
tone, while the Stradivarius model
will tend to be sweeter and more
penetrating. If a deep, somber
tone is desired select a Maggini
model. These rules always have
their exceptions, however. Even
violins of the same model by the

same maker often differ consider-

ably in tone.

The taking of violin measure-

ments to the nearest 64th inch is

worthless as an indication of the

quality of a violin, and should

be taken with a grain of salt. Ab-

solute conformity to measurements

indicates a mere copyist rather

than a skilled craftsman with a

sound knowledge of the science

of accoustics as applied to the

violin. The graduations of the top

and back follow a general pattern,

but the small details will depend

entirely on the nature of the wood.

It is exactly these small details

which distinguish the master

maker from the ordinary maker.

Compare several fine instruments

and note the discrepancies in their

measurements. It is, however, very

important that the neck and string

measurements be normal.

Violins which have been ex-

tensively repaired are often a bar-

gain when judged on the basis of

tone alone. Usually they can be

bought at a fraction of what they

would cost in mint condition. The
buyer should realize, however,
that such purchases are risky.

cJbe /A/erJZ/i&m— tfe/se /ne

.Jolhim Thompson’s
"MODERN COURSE

FOR PIANO"
and

"MELODY ALL
THE WAY COURSE"

May be used separately or interchangeably

Thousands upon thousands of successful piano teachers
everywhere prefer the John Thompson Piano Courses. They
know from experience and by comparison that John Thompson
material is clear, correct and complete . . . and that it
produces results . . . yes. they know it’s THE BEST by every
comparison.

JOHN’ THOMPSON S MODERN
COURSE FOR PIANO

TEACHING LITTLE FINGERS TO
PLAY—combines ROTE and NOTE
approach GOc

FIRST GRADE BOOK—progresses
in the same order as the lessons at
the keyboard: insures a sound
foundation for future development.

1.00

8EOOND GRADE BOOK—follows in
sequence The First Grade Book.
Designed to advance the pupil
pianistlcally and musically 1.00

JOHN THOMPSON’S MELODY
ALL THE WAY COURSE

THE PREPARATORY BOO K—
covers the same ground as Teach-
ing Little Fingers To Play 75c

BOOKS 1-A and I-B—cover the
same range of pianism as The First
Grade Book from the Modern
Course each IBc

BOOKS 2-A and 2-B cover the
same degree of pianism as Second
Grade Book from the Modern
Course.. each 75c

TINT TECHNICS, may be used for beginners in either course. Price, 75 cent*.

74. WILLIS MUSIC CO.
124 EAST FOURTH STREET, CINCINNATI 1, OHIO

For Exceptional Supplementary
Piano Teaching Material—

THE GOTHAM CLASSICS
A series of outstanding works from well-established contemporary
sources, arranged and simplified for piano by Henry Levine and others.

Partial Listing

ABSINTHE FRAPPE
AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE

ANYTHING GOES
APRIL IN PARIS

APRIL SHOWERS
AVALON
BECAUSE YOU RE YOU
BEGIN THE BEGUINE
THE BLUE ROOM
BODY AND SOUL
THE CONTINENTAL
DANCING IN THE DARK
DEEP IN MY HEART. DEAR
THE DESERT SONG
EMBRACEABLE
ESPANHARLEM
FASCINATING RHYTHM

GOLDEN DAYS
GYPSY LOVE SONG
HALLELUJAH
HER REGIMENT
I GET A KICK OUT OF YOU
I GOT RHYTHM
I LL SEE YOU AGAIN
I LOVE A PARADE
I'M FALLING IN LOVE WITH
SOMEONE

INDIAN LOVE CALL
ITALIAN STREET SONG
JALOUSIE
JAPANESE SANDMAN
JUST A MEMORY
JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS
A KISS IN THE DARK
KISS ME AGAIN

L'AMOUR-TOUJO URS-L'AMOUR
And Many More

Price 50c Each Net

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORPORATION
Harms, Inc.—M. Witmark & Sons—Remick Music Corp. New

World Music Corp.

619 West 54th Street—New York 19, N. Y.
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Left to right: (seated) J. C. McKray, J. Briggs, J. W. Bampton, W. Pelletier,

R. C. Newbold ; (standing) S. B. Gaumer. R. M. Fielding, R.H. Rabe, H. Reicbardt,
C. A. Foy, W. W. Lambdin, H. L. Brown, D. F. Garretson, F. L. Linck, F. Smyth.

JAMES W. BAMPTON, 40, Presi-
dent. Hobart College, B.A. ; Har-
• ard Grad. School of Bus. Admin.,
M.B.A. Violinist. Brother of Rose
Bampton, famous soprano. Previ-
ously in rubber and textile indus-
tries, including foreign assignments
to 31 countries around the world.
War service—Board of Economic
Warfare, Australia, New Zealand.

®
RICHARD C. NEWBOLD, 36, Vice
President in Charge of Merchan-
dising. University of North Carolina
and University of Pennsylvania.
Head of own advertising and print-

ing company for II years. Plays
trumpet. Formerly on merchandis-
ing staff of Curtis Publishing Co.
War service—Navy duty, Pacific.

JOHN BRIGGS, 37, ETUDE Editor.
University of North Carolina, B.A.

;

Graduate of Curtis Institute of
Music. Baritone, pianist. Wife, Eliz-

abeth Westmoreland Briggs, dis-

tinguished vocal coach and mem-
ber of faculty, Curtis Institute of

Music. Formerly music editor of

New York Post and N.B.C. execu-

tive. Has written many short stories

and articles for magazines. War
service—Army duty in Pacific area.

$>

DOROTHY F. GARRETSON, 32,

ETUDE Managing Editor. Bryn

Mawr College, A.B.; Temple and

University of Pittsburgh. Soprano.

Previously Editor-in-Chief of Phila-

delphia Magazine, Editor of Com-
pany magazine of Sharp and
Dohine. Formerly teacher at Sewick-

ley Academy and Stevens School.

FREDERICK L. LINCK, 44, Vice

President and Secretary-Treasurer.

Temple University, B.S. C.P.A.
Prior to 1 7 years with Presser, was
in public accounting field.

•
HERBERT L. BROWN, 56, Vice
President in Charge of Procure-
ment. Swarthmore College, B.A.
Baritone, Chimist, Pianist, Com-
poser and Arranger. Director of
Swarthmore College Glee CIul* eight
years. 24 years with Presser.

©
CLARENCE A. FOY, 38, Sales Man-
ager, Dealer Division. Drexel Insti-

tute of Technology and University
of Penn., 20 years with Presser.
War service—Navy instructor.

•
J. CLEES McKRAY, 47, Director of
Education Dept., Music Editor in
Charge of Band, Orchestra, Piano,
Educational and Recreational Pub-
lications, Textbooks ami General
Literature. Drake University and
Univ. of Iowa., B.A., Columbia
University, M.A. Six years in Presser
service. Previously taught in public
and private schools, and universi-
ties. War service—Air Force.

SAMUEL B. GAUMER, 48, Music
Editor in Charge of Choral and Or-
gan publications. Swarthmore Col-
lege, B.A. Pianist, Organist, and
Choir Master. Three years in Presser
service. Flas taught piano and organ.

FRANCIS SMYTH, 47, Order Pro-
duction Manager. University of
Pennsylvania, B.S. Two years in

Presser service. Previously in gov-
ernment service, and Better Busi-
ness Bureau.

•
HORACE REICHARDT, 62, Gen-
eral Manager of Presser Retail

Store. Pianist, Organist, and Choir
Master. 45 years in music business.
Five years with Presser.

RICHARD M. FIELDING, 45ETUDE Advertising Director. Art
critic specializing in early Ameri-
can art. Previously Arlvertising-
Promotion Manager for RCA Victor
Records. War service—Lt. Com-
mander in Pacific area.

W. WINSTON LAMBDIN, 55, Art
Director. School of Industrial Arts.
Formerly Art Director of Franklin
Printing Company and operated
Lambdin Associates Art Service.

•
ROBERT II. RABE, 62, Profes-
sional Sales Manager. Studied har-
mony, theory, composition, fugue
and form at Symphony Club” of
Philadelphia. Pianist, Organist
Bass, Arranger, Choir Master, and'
Conductor. Own orchestra. Plays
string instruments. 47 years in
music publishing. Began career
with John Church Company, Cin-
cinnati, which in 1930 became
Presser subsidiary.

WILFRID PELLETIER, 53, Music
Advisor to Theodore Presser Com-
pany, and Editor in charge of
Presser, Church and Ditson pro-
fessional music selection. O.B.E.
and K.B.E., Great Britain; Hon.
Mus. D., University of Montreal,
Conductor of Metropolitan Opera
and others; Metropolitan Auditions
of the Air; RCA-Victor Records;
Director of the Conservatoire Na-
tional de Musique et d’Art Bra-
matique de la Provence de Quebec;
guest conductor of NBC Symphony
and other leading orchestras.

The
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ineoctore Presser Company
've established in a modern subur-
ban plant at Bryn Mawr, Pennsyl-
vania, to which the company
moved last fall.

Our new structure, with 60.000
square feet of floor space, is a
great contrast to the one-story
UI

.
ln§ *n which Theodore Pres*

f
r founded ETUDE Magazine at
ynehburg, Virginia, in 1883.

° ay, Theodore Presser Com-
Pany (with its John Church Coni-

2;nd 01iyer Ditson Company

f

lan<
!
s ) ls the largest publish-

and
f andard music in the world,

500 nnn
r

T„ *n stock more than
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is in demand.

'T!'
e Presser RETAIL STORE,

at 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadel-
Phla, is a landmark to many thou-
sands of music lovers. In its tre-
mendous stocks are found music
of all publishers. This store enjoys
probably the largest retail sheetmusic sales ,n the world. We havjust completely

modernized
1,store, introducing the latest

ton iiint n >1

ne
,

latest Inven-
"' the huge assort-

1
1

' Quick service.
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Presser Story
BY JAMES W. BAMPTON

PRESIDENT, THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

merchandise in the store is receiv-

ing widespread approval.

4. The Presser ARTISTS’ SERV-
ICE division in the Metropolitan

Opera Building, New York City,

is directed by our distinguished

music advisor, Wilfrid Pelletier.

His counsel is available to artists,

sponsors, and producers in selec-

tion of music suitable for broad-

casts, records, movies, and ad-

vanced study.

5. The Presser EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT performs a valu-

able service to music educators.

This department maintains contact

with school and college music edu-

cators throughout the United States,

in matters of program building,

teaching methods, and our latest

publications. In return, our Educa-
tion Department receives from the

music educators of America prac-

tical counsel in the selection of our
publications to meet the ever-ad-

vancing standard of music in the
national school system.

6. ETUDE, THE MUSIC MAG-
AZINE, reaches more people than
all other music magazines com-
bined. It has been a musical com-

panion to American youth for

many generations; its influence

on music education and culture

thrives, stronger and more vital,

each year.

Mr. John Briggs, Editor of

ETUDE, recently completed a na-

tion-wide survey, in which he

talked to hundreds of music educa-

tors, students, and music lovers as

to their wishes for the future

ETUDE. Mr. Briggs is bringing a

new vitality and a realistic grasp

of today’s music interests to

ETUDE readers.

In 1916 Theodore Presser crea-

ted the Presser Foundation to per-

petuate the assets of his prosper-

ous music publishing firm, real es-

tate, and other securities in a phil-

anthropic organization, profits

thereafter being dedicated to the

advancement of music in America.

A Board of Trustees, composed of

distinguished leaders in American

life, administer the Presser Foun-

dation. Likewise, the Presser Com-

pany, an asset of the Foundation,

has a Board of Directors of the

same stature, men with devoted

(Continued on page 54)

New home of Theodore Presser Company, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

Our up-to-date building contains 60,000 square feet of floor space.

NOWyou can

Produce Your Own
Music

Manuscripts

Hundreds of copies

for just a few pennies

—with the new A. B. Dick music manu-

script stencil. It comes with 10 staffs

impressed. You simply add notes with

an easy-to-use roll point stylus—then

mimeograph as many copies as you

wish. Or, if you need manuscript

paper, just run “as is.” Either way
these stencils can be filed for re-runs.

Mail the coupon below or see your A. B. Dick distributor for

full information about these new music manuscript stencils, for

use with all makes of suitable stencil duplicating products.

Tell me more about the new Music Manuscript Stencils.

Name

Mail this coupon to A* B* DICK COMPANY
DEPT. E-150; 5700 TOUHY AVENUE, CHICAGO 31, ILLINOIS

MERLIN
INTERVIEWS AND AUDITIONS

FOR ADMISSION

FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1950-51

NEW YORK, N.Y.—March 1-11

ST. LOUIS, MO.—March 18-23

OBERLIN, OHIO—April 2-11

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC Limited enrollment. Early application

is desirable. Catalogue and details

are available on request to the Di-

rector of the Conservatory.

Degrees: Bachelor of Music, Bache-

lor of Music Education; Master of

Music, Master of Music Education.

DAVID R. ROBERTSON, Director

Box 510, Oberlin, Ohio

Member of the National Association

of Schools of Music.

ETVDE-JANUARY 1950
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are Century's latest publications

for grades I and 2. 20c a copy.

SHURA DVORINE

3636 At Church

3937 Dopo the Donkey

3938 Lonely Shore

3939 Song of the Prairie

3940 Yellow Butterfly

MEETING THE MASTERS
Very easy arrangements

FANNY G. ECKHARDT
3957 Beethoven for the Young Pianist

3958 Brahms for the Young Pianist

3959 Chopin for the Young Pianist

3960 Mozart for the Young Pianist

3961 Schubert for the Young Pianist

3962 Schumann for the Young Pianist

3963 Tschaikowsky for the Young Pianist

3964 Wagner for the Young Pianist

WILLIAM KREVIT

3942 The Clowns

3941 Little Lost Bear

3943 Picnic Party

3944 Trapeze Waltz

"STATES OF OUR NATION"
Additions to this popular 2nd

grade folk song series by

BERNARD WHITEFIELD

*3951 California

*3952 Louisiana

*3953 Minnesota
*3954 North Carolina

*3955 Ohio
*3956 Pennsylvania

’These pieces have words for singing if de-
sired. Our graded and classified or our com-
plete catalogue listing over 3900 numbers is

free at your dealers or on request from us.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd St. New York 23, N. Y.

Pltil MaMmatt
|

SCHOOL of MODERN MUSIC

Full-time 3-year Diploma Courses Concen-
trating in the Popular Field with Classical

Background: Piano, Voice, Instruments, Ar-

ranging, Musical Theatre, Song Writing,
Radio and Television Production, School

Orchestra, Chorus, Theatrical Productions,

Broadcasts, Recitals, Individual Guidance.

16th Year. Co-ed. Veteran-

approved. Spring Term be-

gins May 8.

Write Admissions Dean
tor Catalog

284 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston 15, Mass.

Has Your Child
the advantage of piano study with

a member of the

NATIONAL GUILD
of PIANO TEACHERS

Inc.

A goal of achievement for every student

suitable to his age and advancement.

(NOT A CONTEST)

The Better Teachers Are Members

Chapters in every large music center

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

IRL ALLISON, M. A.
FOUNDER AND TcVAC;

Box 1113 AUSTIN, TEXAS

Meet the Great Music Masters Face to Face..

A niaK.iiflcem nrl caller/ of 22_ life-like porlrnUs

,r GREETING CARDS! "I

ng‘ POSTPAID

'°NEW YORK lO

IMPROVEMENTS IN SMALL PIPE ORGANS
Continued from, page 26

puntal playing, the tenor did not

come through.

This is still true of most ro-

mantic organs today, but not so

markedly as was the case with

small unit organs a number of

years ago. Some firms used scales

of pipes inadequate for the small

instruments. Others employed

basses of the reed-organ type.

Now, since I have played the

new models, it seems to me that

organ-builders have done much to

overcome the shortcomings of

their earlier types. I like the speci-

fications of the new Moller

“Artiste”

:

PIPE ANALYSIS
Diapason 61 Pipes

Gedeckt 80 Pipes

Viola 80 Pipes

Bourdon 12 Pipes

233 Pipes

GREAT ORGAN
Diapason 8' 61 Notes

Gedeckt 8' 61 Notes

Viola 8' 61 Notes

Octave 4' 61 Notes

Viola 4' 61 Notes

Flute 4' 61 Notes

Twelfth 2 %' 61 Notes

Fifteenth 2' 61 Notes

SWELL ORGAN
Gedeckt 8' 61 Notes

Viola 8' 61 Notes

Flute 4' 61 Notes

Viola 4' 61 Notes

Nazard 2%' 61 Notes

Flautino 2' 61 Notes

PEDAL ORGAN
Bourdon 16' 32 Notes

Gedeckt 8' 32 Notes

Viola 8' 32 Notes

Quint SW 32 Notes

Octave 4' 32 Notes

Flute 4' 32 Notes

COUPLERS
Swell to Great 8'

PEDAL MOVEMENTS
Balanced Expression Pedal, all

pipework

Balanced Register Crescendo

Pedal

ACCESSORIES
Crescendo Indicator Light

( White

)

Motor Indicator (Red)

Concave, Radiating Pedal Clavier

Organ Bench, with Music Shelf

Electric motor, blower, and ac-

tion current unit of ample

capacity.

This instrument is self-contained

in a black walnut case which is

only 3'-6" deep, 8' wide and 8'

high. The console comes attached
or with separated console with
cable enough to have the console
well away from the pipes.

As one can see at a glance, this

organ is a great improvement over
the small 195-pipe unit. The scope
of the pedal is enlarged by addi-
tion of the 8' Gedeckt and the 8'

Viola. The pedal Octave 4' is the
duplex of the Great Diapason. The
Quint 5%' gives an edge to the
pedal. The unification of the Viola
on the Great at 8', 4', 2%' and 2'

adds variety and flexibility. Addi-
tional color is secured through the
unit Flute on the Swell.

Altogether this organ has a
range and versatility unexpected
in an instrument of its size. It can
do big things with a small num-
ber of pipes, provided it is placed
effectively.

To get good results from any
of these small instruments, proper
placement is very important. The
organ must have a chance to speak.

This can be accomplished by
leaving the pipes as unobstructed
as possible. Most builders, to be<nn
with, enclose the pipes of their
small organs in an ornamental
wooden case. If this case is then
installed in a separate room, the
pipes are, in effect, doubly en-
closed, and their tone is bound to
be muffled. Under such conditions
it is useless to expect the tone to
come out with force into the larger
room.

The Aeolian-Skinner Company
has built many two-stop units for
practice purposes, and, I imagine
for very small churches. These in-

struments, while rather severe, do
have many excellent points. Mr.
Harrison of Aeolian-Skinner has
at times unified a quintaton from
16' to 2' and a flute at 8', 4' and
2', and has duplexed them, with-

out couplers, at every pitch on
both manuals and pedal. This
makes a first-class practice organ,
though I doubt whether it would
be very useful in a church.

It isn’t easy to play tlje small
organs. One must be careful, or he
will get fearful and wonderful
sounds out of them. Synthetics and
off-pitch stops such as the 5%' and
2%' must be used with infinite

care. Organs which have 16' stops

on the manuals are tricky also.

The small pipe organ requires

skill and experience on the part of

the organist if it is to sound well.

Played circumspectly, however, il

is capable of doing a distinguished
job.

a §a®re
is something for every musical

taste in Century Edition at 20c a

copy.

EARLY FRENCH KEYBOARD MUSIC
• . . Masterfully Edited by
ISIDOR PHILIPP
3903 COUPERIN. The Butterflies, Dm-2-4
3904 C°^P

|
RIN

.
The Fickle Countrymaid,

DAGINCOURT. The Windmill, D-4
3906 DAQUIN, The Swallow, D-4
3907 RAMEAU. The Hen, Gm-4

PIANO SOLOS
in Grades 3, 4 and 5

llll S
ACH

- Prelude and Fugue in C Minor, -5

\l,l fOK
' Evening in the Country, 2-3

R
||
th°VEN, Bagatelle Op. 33 No. 6.D'3

n
EETHOVEN

- Polonaise, Op. 89, C-5

RRdT
«AHM5. Rha Psody Op. 119 No. 4, Eb-4

£HOp 'N. Polonaise in A Flat, Op. 53,
5-4

RQdi SSOPIN -
Three Etudes (Posthumous),

^
COWELL, All Dressed Up. D-3

ilVo £OWE1-L
. The Good Old Days, Dm-3

ll™ COWELL. Homesick Lilt F-3

3950 rowin' P<3 Ji9S Them AI1 DoWn '

°'3

3913 S2» Pe9
' e9 Dance

-
Am -4

9 3

n^Mufic)”'
Ada9 '° & Bourree, (Water

3915 MAKincI''
A!r (Water Music), F-3

’15 HANDEL, Andante & Hornpipe (Water

Music), F-3

391?
Sonatina, Am-2-3

N EvTNS„V; b̂
Min0r'-3

3900 SCHUBERT^Moment Musical. Op. 94

3908 SCHYTTE, Witches Revel, Am-3

ORGAN solos
Arranged by Kenneth Walton
3927 Arioso, Medium

i tfras
Med!om

Coronation^M arch
, Medium3932 Evening Star, Medium

cata
Iog ue

G

|ist inn^
class!f!ed ° r our comply

your deaforslr'
9 over 3900 numbers is free

of

lers or on request from us.

ENTER an UNCROWDED PROFESSION
,he lar9« st s=r°°I In the country

Enroll Any Time

ruction

PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING
AND REPAIR, INC.

»3 -7SSSX%rrk

%h

7
;“74,, pPhiladelphia, Pa.

DIFFICULT rhythms

s 'v'T-*'

At your dealer or Send Dh

Remittance enclosed, ple^^nT me
Standard F.an, El«,ri, Mehonom,
With Perfect Flash-Beat
Bouk, "Metronome T.AnW.7
Name
Address

FRA
N.
Z ^FG - CO r INC.New Haven, Conn.
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ORGAN QUESTIONS

Answered by Frederick Phillips

Q. I have been leaching organ les-
sons for a number of years, and would
appreciate the names of some new
teaching material. I use Stainer’s Organ
Method and Schneider’s Pedal Studies,
in addition to collections of pieces.

—E. E. M.

A. In addition to the hooks men-
tioned we suggest that you have
the Presser Company send you for

examination the following: Rogers
Graded Materials for Pipe Organ;
Beginners Pipe Organ Book, Whit-
ing: First Lessons on Organ,
Nevin; Whiting 24 Progressive
Studies for Pipe Organ; Sheppard
Pedal Scale Studies (good to pre-
cede Schneider)

; Clarence Eddy
Method (in 4 volumes)

; Carl’s

Master Studies for Organ.
You should also include some

Bach, starting with the 8 Short
Preludes and, the easier of the

regular Preludes and Fugues, and
the Little Organ Book (choral prel-

udes). These cover a rather wide
area, and should be spread over
considerable time. We are sending
you a couple of printed lists of

organ works which may interest

you.

Q- I started taking organ lessons not
too long ago, after nine years of piano
study. Many times after I have prac-
ticed my lesson material J feel like
playing other music. I am afraid to try
other pieces in my hook because a les-
s
.
on

t

is taught by each piece, and I
(ton t want to learn any of the pieces
wrong. Are there any books of music
or songs for an unadvanced organist
that I could play without interfering
with a future lesson? —E. T. Jr.

A. This is really a subject on
which you should confer with your
teacher, but we try to help you.
Had you given us the name of
the book you are using for your
studies, it would have been easier
to suggest additional material to
study on your own, but in the
absence of anything very definite
along this line we recommend the
following books, all of which may
be obtained from the publishers of
this magazine: Gems of Master-
works for Organ, Tonner; At the

Console, Felton; Organ Vistas.

Q. Will you please send me a list of
collections of piano pieces suitable for

u-c as preludes and postludesin church?
—M. G.

A. We recommend the follow-

ing: Chapel Echoes, Peery; Chapel

Musings, Peery; Concert Tran-

scriptions of Favorite Hymns,

Kohlmann; Eighteen Hymn Tran-
scriptions, Kohlmann

;
Evening

Moods; More Concert Transcrip-
tions of Favorite Hymns, Kohl-
mann; Sabbath Day Music, Ran-
dolph.

Q. Please send me the prices of
Modern Organ, Skinner, and Contem-
porary American Organ, Barnes. (2)
Gould you tell me the space required
and the number of pipes required for
a home organ with the following specifi-

cations: GREAT—Open Diapason 8',

Melodia 8', Dulciana 8', Octave 4',

Flute d’Amour 4'. SWELL—Stopped
Diapason 8', Salicional 8', Flute 4',

Bourdon 16', Violin Diapason 8'. Aeo-
linc 8'. Violina 4'. PEDAL—Bourdon
16', Gcdeckt 16'. Usual 8' eouplers.
<3) Also please give me name and
address of firms able to supply pipes.

-L. B. Jr.

A. The prices of the two books
are being sent to you. (2) Very
roughly speaking the space re-

quired for the Great Organ would
[

be 10' 0" x 6' 6", and 9' 6" high.

The Swell would be about 10' 6" x
7' 9" and 9' 0" high. Pedal about
13' 6" x 7' and 10' 6" high. A
straight organ would require 61

pipes for each of the manual stops,
j

and 32 pipes for each of the pedal

stops. If you plan to do any “bor-

rowing” the number of pipes would

be reduced accordingly. (3) We
are sending the addresses of firms

equipped to supply pipes.

Q. We have a reed organ made by

Wilcox & White that we would like to

convert, so that it can be operated

electrically. If you can give me any
information as to how this is done or

who does it, I would thank you. (2)
Also I would like to know if there is

any company that makes recordings of

reed organ music? —M. C. G.

A. We presume you have in

mind supplying the wind power by
electric blower instead of the foot

treadles, in which case we suggest
that you communicate with the
firms whose addresses we are send-
ing you. These firms make electric

blowers for pipe organs, and we
believe they are also equipped to

furnish and install suitable blow-
ers for the reed organ you de-

scribe. (2) We regret that we have
not been able to locate any record-

ings of reed organ music. Our
record department has had a simi-
lar request on file for quite some
time but so far has been unable to

find anything.

There was a time when only the
wealthy could alford an organ for the
home.

Joday, Hammond Organ prices are
so low that even modest homes can en-

joy magic hours of this glorious music.

M lictlier or not you know music
needn’t disturb you. You can quickly
and easily learn to play the Hammond
Organ. At your fingertips is the world’s
most versatile organ, a constant inspi-
ration to play. There is a Hammond
Organ that will lit handsomely in your
living room, large or small.

You can learn

to play the Hammond Organ
in less than a month

!

You needn’t know music. The fact is,

you need never have had any previous
musical experience whatever. Yet you
can learn to play at least half a dozen
simple melodies acceptably on the

Hammond Organ in less than a month.
It’s much easier than you think.

Costs less than many fine pianos—
prices start at S1283!*

You can put a Hammond Organ in
your home for less than you’d pay for
many fine pianos. You can do it now!
Convenient terms available through
most dealers.

There is a Hammond Organ
for your living room!

Of the several models of the Hammond
Organ, there is one ideally suited to
the size of your living room. No spe-
cial installation is needed. Just plug it

into an electric outlet and it’s ready to
play. The Hammond Organ is the only
organ in the world that never needs
tuningf—one of the many reasons why
maintenance costs are negligible.

Mail the coupon today

Visit your dealer, where you can see
and hear the Hammond Organ. There
is no obligation whatever. For more
information and the name of your
nearest dealer, mail the coupon now.

Hammond 0/;o t v
MUSIC’S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE

Hammond Instrument Company
4210 W. Diversey Avc., Chicago 39, Illinois

Without obligation, please send me information on the
following Hammond Organ models:

Spinet Model
Home Model

Church Model
Concert Model

Name...

Street ...

City
Chicago. Prices

incluH»Fcdcro I excise tax which isrebated to churches.
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THE NINETY WE LOSE

{Continued from Page 12)Tfeoer a ‘Pinna $am&e
actUeviny duc& immediate

nationwide duceeddf , . -

BOOK ONE— The Beginner’s Book 75c

BOOK TWO— The Follow-Up Book 75c
BOOK THREE— The Key Signature Book 75c

BOOK FOUR — Seale and Chord Book 75c

BOOK FIVE— The Dance Form Book 75c

BOOK SIX— The Classics Book 75c

WORK BOOKS to accompany BOOKS 1. 2, 3, 4.

Coordinated work books for
‘ , stock-taking

,,—designed to sup-

plement the materials in the first four study books. each 50c

ETUDES for PIANISTS in Two Books

Technic in its most enjoyable form, with the accent on melody
and descriptive moods. each book 60c

TECHNIC for PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Book One 60c Book Two 75c

Write for Free “Course for Pianists" brochure.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC ,INC. 1619 Broadway

Sole Selling Agents: MILLS MUSIC, INC. New York 19, N. Y.

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty

Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts

affiliated with University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music— Faculty of

international reputation. Degrees, Diplomas, Certificates—dormitories, 10 acre

campus. Address.
Box E. T., C. M. BENJAMIN. Registrar CINCINNATI 19. OHIO

(£>hf QlrfaplanJiJnfiltliilp offl)usu
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma

BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO

Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art

62nd year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers

Member of National Association of Schools of Music

Send for a free catatog-Address: John R. Hattstaedt. Pres., 570 Kimball Bldg., Chicago

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
RUDOLPH GANZ, President

MUS. ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
Founded 1867 by Dr. F. Ziegfeld

CONFERS DEGREES OF B.MUS.,
, „ .

, ,

Member of North Centrol Association and Notional Association or Schools of Mus,

All B s'cinches of Mnslc. Special Instinct,on fnr Children and Non-Professrondls

Address Registrar, 60 E. Von Buren St., Chrcogo 5, Illinois

COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Day and Evening Classes in

Music, Theory. Applied Music and Speech.

d , „ „ Coerial and Graduate Departments. Courses leading to Bachelor of

<-d Teach"' s Cor,in“’ei

• and Theatre Arts. Rossetter Cole
Clarence Eidam Member NASM Dean

President^ ^ REGISTRAR. 306 South Wabash. Chicago 4, Illinois

I learned painfully, early in my
teaching career, that a child’s

background is as important as

methods. I was trying to pull a

10-year-old girl through my fa-

vorite "Classics For Beginners.”

Bored resignation was her only

response. I reversed my routine

and played a Bach "invention” for

her. When I finished and turned

expectantly toward her, she said

in a flat voice: "That was a pretty

exercise, now play
;Work For The

Night Is Coming.’ Papa leads the

singing at Sunday School, and
that’s our favorite song.”

I couldn't play it until I hunted

up a hymn book, and my stock

went below par. I had to build it

back slowly. The girl is a success-

ful choir director and teacher to-

day, and her choir is noted for its

beautiful work.

Not only must we work through

youthful ambition and back-

ground; we must watch our musi-

cal vocabulary. There is no graded

musical language. To the child,

“piano” means the instrument he

is trying to learn to play. It means,

to the adult student, “play softly.”

Our musical terminology, to the

average child, is like a foreign lan-

guage.

Early in my teaching career I

told a child that his playing would
never be pretty to listen to if he

didn’t learn to “shade.” He looked

at me with sparkling eyes and
said, “You know, our kitchen

shades won’t roll, so Mama fastens

them up with clothes pins.”

The child’s teacher of music
must not only be imaginative, with
a remembrance of his own child-

hood, understanding the back-
ground and ability of each child,

but he must select materials care-
fully and use simple terms, build-
ing the musical foundation slowly
and solidly.

If we go slowly enough, and if

we have sincere enthusiasm, the

door to the world of great music
will open for the student. He may
become a great performer; he
may become a music lover who
plays for his own pleasure. Who
can tell which is most important?

Yesterday’3 teacher was “good”
if he presented a concert artist to
the world. Today’s teacher is

good if he produces a great au-
c lence to sustain, inspire, and en-
joy the concert artist.

It is not very difficult for the
piano teacher to differentiate be-
tween the pupil who seems destined
to become a professional musi-
cian, earn his living with music
and contribute to its glory, and the
s u ent who may become a suc-
cessful nurse, or president of the

in e tates, and play the pianom moments of relaxation “just for

,J
h<

;
ti,”e sPcnt teaching chil-

filled
°-';.

ay and eni°y music is

U gneat moments whichwe measure up to if we c the
nemones of our own childhood in

ho v Td tIle nmsical know-how m our heads.

THE END

THE PRESSES STORY
( Continued from Page 51 1

cultural and philanthropic interest

in the advancement of music and
musicians.

Thus far. the philanthropies of

the Presser Foundation include:

1. The Presser Home for Retired

Music Teachers, in Germantown.
Pennsylvania, accommodating 65
persons who, by reason of Iona;

service to music education, are el-

igible to retirement there.

2. A Scholarship Department
granting to colleges and univer-

sities funds which to date have en-

abled over 7500 young men and
women to obtain training neces-

sary to carry them on to musical
careers.

3. Grant- i 'mildings.
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now TO CHOOSE A VIOLIN

(Continued from Page 49)

One must know what kinds of re-

pairs are injurious to tone.

Fractures that have been skill-

fully repaired are not to be
dreaded unless they are in the

vicinity of the sound post or at

that part of the breast pressed on
by the chin. Always be wary of

fractures crossing the top or back
as they are far more serious than
longitudinal fractures. Sound post

patches, if inserted by a skillful

repairer, often have little or no
effect on the tone. The lack of

varnish on old violins does not
affect their tone, and can easily be
remedied with French polish.

The question of varnish has been
exaggerated. The statement that
the old Cremona violins owe their

fine tone to their beautiful varnish
is debatable. Oil varnish is gener-
ally preferred to spirit, but many
fine violins have a spirit varnish.

Violins in which the wood has
been scraped should be avoided,
unless they were actually too heavy
in wood. This, however, is a con-
dition only an expert repairer can
diagnose.

The main thing to remember
when purchasing an extensively re-

paired violin is that you may find
it difficult to dispose of the in-

strument later. Most dealers and
players fight shy of any violin
which has had many repairs.
Many of our leading artists, on the
other hand, have used violins with
innumerable fractures. Actually the
question is not how often, but
how well it has been repaired.
Much knowledge of volin con-

struction can be gained by
examining good instruments, com-
paring their individualized work-
manship with the mechanical finish
0 cheap, commercial instruments,
n interesting experiment is to
uy several cheap fiddles and take
e

!

n pompletely apart to study
eir inferior workmanship and

poor wood. This can become a

costly project, however, if one
wishes to take a Stradivarius apart.

In case of doubt, always con-

sult a reliable expert. Sometimes
the opinions of the experts are

very confusing, especially regard-
ing the authenticity of an instru-

ment. But you may rely on their

judgment of whether the parts

are all original; whether the wood
has been scraped; the approximate
age; the general condition of the

bass bar; fractures and other re-

paired spots; and the instrument’s

commercial value. An expert ap-

praisal will reduce your chance
of buying an inferior instrument.

The expert can only appraise the

instrument, however; you must de-

cide if it is the violin you want to

play. Do not allow your mind to

be swayed by any other factor but

TONE. Neck grafts are no indica-

tion of age; many modern makers

employ them. Worn appearance of

varnish means nothing; a two-

year-old fiddle can be made to

appear two hundred. Edges and
corners can be filed down to simu-

late wear. The back of the scroll

is often flattened mechanically to

simulate great age. Labels had

better never be read and certifi-

cates issued by experts have been

known to be grossly in error.

If the violin of your choice has

a fine tone, and an expert has pro-

nounced it an authentic handmade
instrument, let well enough alone.

Whether it was made in 1780 by
an Italian or in 1949 by an Ameri-
can has very little to do with the

purpose for which violins are con-

structed, namely, to play on. If the

tone is satisfactory, ignore the

flaw-seeker who delights in call-

ing attention to minute cracks but

overlooks the grand and full tone.

Choosing a violin can never be

made easy, but it can be made
practical. Select a violin for its

tone, and leave historical back-

ground to the antiquarians.

Pictures of Composers 8'/
2 xl I ]

and ($1,00
7 Pictures of Old Instruments J

i:
45 Songs and Special Bird Calls. .$1.00

I 65 Rote Piano Pieces for Reading
I ,

or Rote $1.00
I

J
I Play Myself Book, Special for

1 /) Reading $1.00W EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
Y 103 East 86th St, (Park Ave.) New York City

IVMam <£eiWA- andSmt
30 E. Adams St.—Chicago 3, III.

Specialists in Violins, Bows, Repairs, etc.
ESTABLISHED IN' 1874. WRITE FOR CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"

$2.50 per year—Specimen Copy 35(*.

Purcell’s Unique Epitaph. In 1683 Henry Purcell, of whom
Sir George Grove wrote, “The most original and extraordinary musical
genius our country ever produced,” was buried in Westminster Abbey
with this quaint inscription: “Here lies Henry Purcell, Esq., who left

this life and is gone to that blessed place where only his harmony
can be exceeded.”

. The ^ate P*anist Vladimir de Pachmann, famed for his eccen-
tricities (George Bernard Shaw called his playing “a pantomime per-
ormance with accompaniments by Chopin”) once found the piano

l-

10° ^°W ‘ ^^ile the audience fidgeted, de Pachmann placed a
t ic jook on the bench. That made it too high. De Pachmann then tore
a single leaf from the book, placed it on the bench, sat down happily
and began the recital.

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
Flutes of Distinction

STERLING SILVER— GOLD— PLATINUM

Catalog on request

108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 15. Mass.

"REMINISCENCES OF
CLARA SCHUMANN"

From the Intimate Diary of her
granason, Ferdinand Schumann of
Dresden, Germany. Esoteric con-
temporary opinions about music and
musicians during the period 1800-
1896. A limited edition. First trans-
lation, edited by June M. Dickinson.

$1.50
Schumann Memorial Foundation

126 Argyle St., Rochester 7, N. Y.

A New—

ERIC STEINER
2nd grade piano book:

Running Smoothly

Containing 24 attractive

pieces covering those tech-

nical problems essential

for the young student; five-

finger exercises, thumb

passing, scales, broken tri-

ads, trills, staccato pas-

sages, turns, grace notes,

etc.

Price 75c

ELKAN-VOGEL CO., INC.

1716 Sansom Street

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Find out about these sensa-
tional new Conn Band Instru-
ments. Many wonderful, ex-
clusive features! Today, more
(han ever. Conns are the

'Choice of the Artists.” You’ll ad-
vance faster and take more pride in
a genuine Conn-made by the
world a largest manufacturer. See
your dealer or write us for free lit-
erature. Mention instrument. Conn
Band Instrument Div., C. G. Conn
Ltd., 113 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind

Pianos 125
FINE CONDITION AGENTS WANTED

Delivered To Your Door
Write for details

CUNNINGHAM PIANO CO
PHILA. 44. PENNA.

. JOHN MARKERT <S CO.
Il4l WEST I5TH ST., NEW YORK II. N. Y.VIOLINS OLD & NEW__Expert_RcpairinB^S.end for Catalog

RARE VIOLINS
$50 up. Send For New List

FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
50 Chippewa Road — Tuckahoo. N. Y.

THE COLLEGE OF SAINT MARY-OF-THE-WASATCH
Saif Lake Cify, Ufah

announces the engagement of

BERNICE FROST
for two weeks

AUGUST 16th t© 30fh„ 1950
Piano Educationa! Lecture Courses; Private Piano Lessons and Repertoire ,,offered. For particulars and registration write to

repertoire Study will be

The Registrar—The College of St. Mary-of-the-Wasatch
Salt Lake City, Utah
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WHAT PIANO TEACHERS FORGET TO TEACH

{Continued from Page 15)

don’t want to, Harriet and I are

going to play house today. I'll play

them next time she is over here.”

“No, you must go with me. After

you have played for her, you may
leave if you wish.”

Joyce went and she played. She

had the experience of playing on

a different piano with different

people listening. Later she was

taken on similar visits. Sometimes

she was sent to the neighbors’

to practice. Strange pianos and

listeners soon became a part of

Joyce’s experience. She did not

know what it meant to be afraid

while she was playing for others.

One day when Joyce came home
from school, the house was full of

people. “Darling,” said her mother,

“our friends would like to hear

your pieces. Will you play for

them?”
During all these experiences

Joyce had never felt any fear, be-

cause her mother had exposed her

to every new situation so very

gradually that no emotional reac-

tion was ever called out.

As the day for the recital drew

near, Joyce’s mother and the teach-

er decided she ought to practice
on the piano in the recital hall.

Every day, for a week before the
big event, Joyce practiced on the
big concert grand.

The night of the recital came.
Joyce and all her family were
there early. She was just a little

excited, but it was a pleasant sen-
sation. When her time came to
play, she went to the piano with
confidence. She had played her
pieces for others so often that she
knew she could do it. Besides, the
big grand was an old friend. She
knew exactly how it would sound.
There were many people in the

audience, but listening people were

nothing new cither. No wonder

this little pianist played with con-

fklence.

No advance preparation, of

course, can eliminate stage-frigid

altogether. Even the greatest ar-

tists undergo tortures of appre
"

hension before a recital. But b)

means of careful, step-by-step con-

ditioning. the voung player’s p
er'

fectlv natural stage fright can be

brought under control. The result

will be a creditable performance

rather than a psychological block

that leaves the youngster paralyze®

at the kevboard.

THE END
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YOUR VOICE PROBLEM

( Continued from, Page 11)

my throat. It interferes with my
voice several times a day. I lose

confidence when singing alone be-

cause I never know when this irri-

tation will start. I have been to a

throat specialist who says not to

worry about it. Can you suggest a

way to help?

A. Only a throat specialist can

help.

Q. I am 32 years old and have
studied voice for four years. For
the past three months I have been
ill with anemia but I want to start

singing again. My range is very

unusual for a woman—from A the

first space, to E the second leger

line above the staff in the bass

clef. A woman baritone, in other

words. I have sung bass in a chor-

us of sixty voices and would like

to accept a few radio engagements
offered me over our local station.

Do you think I will have much
chance of success with a voice

such as mine? Am I too old?

A. I don’t see any reason why this

lady should not accept the radio

engagements offered to her by the

local station. Only by making a

try will she know whether or not

she has sufficient ability to make a

success. If she has proper equip-

ment, 32 is not too old.

Q. My problem is a peculiar one.

I have studied voice for several

years, am a professional musician,

and I thought I could make some

contributions to the musical life of

my home town. My voice is well-

trained and pleasant and there are

all types of songs in my repertoire.

However, I am seldom asked to

sing. A prominent singing teacher

in this section told me that for gen-

erations these people have become
accustomed to crude, unmusical

voices and that is all they like.

They don’t seem to take to trained

voices. He said there was nothing

wrong with me—the people were

wrong. Can I change their atti-

tude? How can I make them like

my voice? How can I make op-

portunities to sing?

A. Personally, I have never heard

of people who do not like to hear

a pleasant voice singing a good

song. I hope that the prominent

singing teacher is not misleading

this person. Without hearing his

voice I cannot tell. There must be

some unbiased authority in the

town who will discuss this matter

with him frankly.

THE END

YOUR SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

(Continued from Page 23)

to the program with soloists and

novelties.

We have mentioned uniform
dress before — the orchestra can

and should be uniformed effective-

ly. In some communities, orchestra

players are now outfitted in tux-

edoes and formals provided by the

music parents club or the school

board. Some groups are outfitted

inexpensively in white shirts and
blouses with dark trousers and
skirts. You may have a better idea.

Your responsibility toward play-
ers doesn’t end when they leave
high school. Having acquired mu-
sical skill, they should be encour-
aged to use it. String music can be
an enjoyable activity at home in lei-

sure time. Family participation is

a source of pleasure. There is a
definite place for community or
church-sponsored orchestras of

adults, both from the social aspect

and for creative expression. Some
groups are organized with each
member paying a small fee to cov-

er expenses of rehearsal hall, mu-
sic, and conductor’s salary.

Many cities and communities
have organized orchestras as an

outgrowth of their school orchestra

program. A meeting with your city

officials, representatives of schools,

service clubs, fraternal clubs, pri-

vate teachers, musicians’ unions,

and ministerial associations, at

which you present a practical and

appealing plan of organization, will

bring about surprising results.

Since so many of our public

schools lack well-rounded pro-

grams in their music departments,

we find their students graduating

with one-sided ideas of music.

At the present time, however, the

future of orchestral music is

brighter because some of this gen-

eration of music educators are be-

ing required to take string training

before becoming public school mu-

sic directors. We hear complaints

about the shortage of private string

teachers. Yet an educator with

even a smattering of string train-

ing can accomplish a great deal

in string groups.

Let us give the orchestra the

chance it deserves. Put it on a par

with the band and we will no

longer hear the lament of the

string-minded that “there are NO
school orchestras!”

THE END
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VOICES AREN'T MADE—THEY GROW
{Continued from Page 15)

singer tries for an engagement and
fails.

There is one sure sign of a
badly treated voice: recognizable
effort. Yet I find that many young
students do not even imagine that
they can sing without effort. For
the benefit of the singer, and the
listener, there must be no forcing
of the voice. Invariably, there is
effort when the singer, due to
faulty breath support, does not
use the over-resonance which alone
can give the tone proper amplifi-
cation. Forcing has ruined more
good vocal material than any other
fault.

A vocal coach with inadequate
experience can mistake a voice
that is “spread” for a full voice
Even established operatic sing-

ers, who possess a strongly dra-
matic temperament, may some-
times force their voices. There are
two reasons for this: (1) fuI1 con .

trol of the voice has been lost, and
(?) *he *es°nance becomes displaced and goes into the throat andvocal cords. The voice then loses
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In the beginning of my career,
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DON'T TAKE YOUR MUSIC TOO SERIOUSLY

{Continued from Page 10)

David and Goliath

,

a work which laughed a little (notably in the
pays less attention to form than to

vigors of scene and action. When
Kuhnau brings olf a storm, it

really crackles! Scarlatti wrote
The Cat’s Fugue by setting down
the notes his pet cat touched in

stalking across the keyboard. And
Rameau did a delightful animal
sketch in The Little Hen. Unlike
old Kuhnau and his formlessness,

however, Rameau’s lovely fowl
lays her eggs in firm, authentic

style.

When it comes to the absolute
classical giants, Bach can be posi-
tively hilarious. Along with his

stateliness and nobility, he had a
distinctly warm, human side—the
side that comes out in the way he
played with his children (20 of
them

! ) , and wrote little pieces for
them and made them laugh. It also
comes out in much of his music

—

in the Fugue in C Minor, Book I,

Well Tempered Clavichord; in the
Violin and Piano Sonata in E Ma-
jor, with its little folk-tune air; in
the Minuet in G; in much of his
dance music—for dance music is

exactly what his gigues, courantes,
and corrientes really were.
The mighty, passionate, turbu-

lent Beethoven shows more in-

stances of fun than any of them.
The Rondo of the Sonata in G
Major, Opus 49, No. 1, is nothing
but sprightly, teasing gaiety. And
the Rage Over the Lost Penny!
ud the Contra Dances (one of

which sounds exactly like the “I’ve

r;

ot Him on My List” song, out of
Gilbert and Sullivan.). The First
Quartet, Opus 59, in F Major,
plays a little game in its second
movement by using only one note,
ln rbythm; while the last move-
ment of the Kreutzer Sonata
sounds exactly like a speeded-up
version of a Cockney music hall

Ho?’- ,
Past°ral Symphony is

i

ln l°yous gaieties, especially

;,

h
"n eMrds a^d the peo-

*
e/r c

,

ome to have a good time.And 1 always find fun £ those ;n .

terminable finales that Beethoven

T f " Us“. which keep goingrom tome to dominanf, from
tonic to dominant- „ •

to end, and finallyTTB T"
selves out with onic^8

t

*hem-

,
lc

» tonic, tonic.On reaching the Romantics
,
we

find tar less fun Tho <

course, is that i'n ,

rea50n
’ °f

.1 • .. - .
5 ln harmony withhesp.nl of their time, they busied

anThe s7l

S m‘h ‘heir soli with

.-Tr
lhat they hardly ever laughed!
Chopin never laughed. Schumann

Kinderszenen”). And while Schu-
bert, Mendelssohn, and Brahms
have frequent moments of gaiety,

they seldom get uproarious.

In the transition between Ro-
manticism and Modernism, we
again find only occasional glimp-

ses of fun. Cesar Franck shows
none at all. Wagner is funny only
in “Die Meistersinger.” Tschai-

kovsky can be occasionally light,

but his gayest moments are almost

equally tinged with sadness.

With Debussy, fun re-enters the

scene, and from there on we find

plenty of it. Debussy is full of

laughter. The Children’s Corner,

the Ballet of the Toys, the “Hom-
mage a Pickwick, Esquire” (which

pokes fun at the British by rum-

bling God Save the King in the

bass), “General La Vigne Eccen-

tric” (with its turkey-in-the-straw

flavor), The Minstrels (which imi-

tates a banjo on the piano), the

Golliwog’s Cakewalk— all these

show that even a mind like De-

bussy’s, drenched as it was in

moonbeams and nebulousness,

could get down to good, hearty

fun.

The real Moderns show much
humor—again (like the Roman-

tics) transferring the spirit of

their age to their music. Exam-

ples of modern fun are Jacques

Ibert’s Little White Donkey, and

Pierne’s Leaden Soldiers and

March of the Little Fauns. In gen-

eral, Milhaud, Prokofieff, and

Stravinsky show a pleasing flow of

humor.
And, of course, we must not

forget that humorist par excel-

lence, Francis Poulenc. Much of

Poulenc’s fun results from his

knack of writing in such a wide

variety of styles. He can be classic,

romantic, grand-opera, Gilbert-

and-Sullivan—anything! His Con-

certo for Two Pianos is especially

funny, to me, in that it takes the

style of Mozart and develops it

with modern “Schmaltz.”

And what does all this prove?

Simply this: That music does and

always did abound in human feel-

ings that make it not only uplifting

and grand, but also extremely easy

to live with. As I said before, mu-

sic is like life—indeed, is life.

Whatever stimulus you seek from

it, you find—provided you train

yourself to look.

The next time anyone tells you

he’s scared of the solemn magnif-

icence of great music, ask him if

he’s ever set about finding its fun!

THE END
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I'LL WALK BESIDE YOU MURRAY
IN THE GARDEN OF TOMORROW DEPPEN
LITTLE LOVE, A LITTLE KISS. A SILESU
MY BEAUTIFUL LADY CARYLL
O DRY THOSE TEARS DEL RIEGO
PERFECT SONG BREIL
SONG OF SONGS MOYA
WHERE MY CARAVAN HAS RESTED LOHR
WORLD IS WAITING FOR THE
SUNRISE, THE SEITZ

CHAPPELL & CO.. INC.

RKO BLDG., ROCKEFELLER CENTER. N. Y. 20. N. Y.

Just Released!
RODGER'S AND HAMMERSTEIN'S

"SOUTH PACIFIC"
Arranged for Hammond Organ by LEE ERWIN WILLIAMSON MUSIC, INC.

$1.50
RKO BLDG., ROCKEFELLER CENTER. N. Y. 20. N. Y.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY College of Music
Offering complete courses in Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Cello, Brass,
Woodwinds, and Percussion instruments. Public School Music, Composi-
tion, Church Music, Musicology. Chorus, Glee Club, Orchc-lra, Band.
Faculty includes members of Boston Symphony, Bachelor's and Master’s
Degrees in all musical subjects. Dorms. Catalog.

College of Music, Room 115, 705 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.

ALL BRANCHES
OF PROFESSIONAL
MUSIC

• Sherwood offers specialized training for

careers in all musical fields. Degree courses

in piano, voice, violin, organ, cello, wind in-

struments, public school music, conducting,

theory, composition. Dormitory accommoda-

tions at moderate cost. Approved for Veter-

ans. For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman,

1014 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.

SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS FEBRUARY 6

SHERWOOD MUSIC
SCHOOL

Member of National Association of Schools of Music
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION SALE
These books are now in preparation for
publication. The low Advance of Publi-
cation Cash Prices apply only to single
copy orders. Delivery (postpaid) when
the books are ready.

Use coupon at lower right hand corner.

PRINT name and address.

Assembly Band Book— For Elemen-
tary Bands Gordon .40

Ditson Album of Organ and Piano
Duets Stoughton .70

Favorite Pieces and Songs. . Mason .50

Grab-Bag Carleton .30

High School Harmonies King .40

More Stunts for the Piano . . Richter .25

ASSEMBLY BAND BOOK
A First Book for Elementary Bands

Compiled and Arranged
by Philip Gordon

Standard, popular, and original
compositions suitable for elementary
bands.

Schumann’s Soldiers' March

;

Schubert’s Excerpts from Symphony
No. 2; Adair’s Song of the Pines

;

and Rolfe’s Heigh-Ho! make very

interesting arrangements. This col-

lection will be published in 16 books
with parts for: C Flute; B-flat

Clarinet A; B-flat Clarinet B; B-flat

Cornet A; B-flat Cornet B; E-flat

Alto Saxophone; B-flat Tenor Saxo-

phone; E-flat Alto Horn A; E-flat

Alto Horn B; E-flat Horn C (Op-
tional)

; Trombones A and B; Trom-
bone C; Baritone (bass clef) ; Bari-

tone (treble clef) ;
Basses and

Drums. Also a two-staff Conductor’s
Score.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,

20 cents each part, postpaid; Con-
ductor’s Score 40 cents, postpaid.

DITSON ALBUM OF ORGAN
AND PIANO DUETS

Arranged by Roy S. Stoughton

Among the best duet collections for

the limited repertory for organ and

piano. An outstanding job of arrang-

ing ten classics for average players.

Included are Tchaikovsky’s Andante
from the “Sixth Symphony” ;

Bach-

Gcunod’s Ave Maria: Ravel’s Pa-

vane: Debussy’s Revery and others.

Two copies are required for per-

formance.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
70 cents each, postpaid.

Mother Goose in Noteland. .Perry .40

Organ Compositions with

Chimes Kinder .50

Partners at the Keyboard. .Ketterer .35

Second Solovox Album Finke .70

Twenty-Four Miniature

Studies Lemont .40

FAVORITE PIECES AND SONGS

by Mary Bacon Mason

This sequel to Folk Songs and Fa-

mous Pictures is bound to be very

popular. It will teach children to

enjoy good music by playing and
singing it, thereby developing good
musical tastes. Not including octave

studies, difficult chords, or intricate

finger work, these masterpieces are

so arranged that pupils from eight

to twelve will get much pleasure

from playing them. For grade two

to two-and-a-half.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,

50 cents, postpaid.

GRAB-BAG

by Bruce Carleton

Here is a grab-bag with every pur-

chaser a winner! It will bring to its

owner fourteen skillful first-grade

piano arrangements of familiar tunes
with universal appeal. The experi-

enced teacher knows that frequently

it is necessary during the child's first

year at the piano to assign material
that will prove so interesting that
the learning of it will be more fun
than work. The ability to be able to
play well-known music is most en-
couraging at this stage of the pupil's
advancement.

This book will be engraved in big
notes for easy reading, and attractive
illustrations will add l ,|. appeal.

Advance of Publication ( ash Price
30 cents, postpaid.

no

HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES
by Stanford King

Teen-agers will enjoy these tunes
and rhythms! Ten original pieces
with such titles as Swinging Doivn
Sycamore Lane, Bubble Gum Boogie,
Rumpus Room Rhumba and others
of equal appeal, really offer pleasant
recreational material. It’s excellent
training in technic and style as well.

For adults and third and fourth grade
pianists.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
40 cents, postpaid.

MORE STUNTS FOR THE PIANO
by Ada Richter

This sequel to Stunts for the Piano
can be used to supplement any
course of instruction bridging the
gap between the easy exercises and
the introduction of the sonatina.

Circus Stunts, Stunts in a Plane,
Stunts at a Picnic and Stunts at a
Rodeo, are all stimulating musically
and offer such technical work as
changing fingers on one note, playing
grace notes, wrist staccato and many-
other technical problems. The book
presents an opportunity to learn at-

tractive pieces and at the same time
build the fundamental aspects of
good technic.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
25 cents, postpaid.

MOTHER GOOSE IN NOTELAND
A “Colorful” Music Reader for the

Rather Young
by Josephine Hovey Perry

A comprehensive explanation of the
treble and bass section of keys and
notes and their correlation one to
the other. In the first part, the child
colors the notes; separate colors for
bass and for treble. Many little

games are used to make the child
note-conscious and rest-conscious.

In the second part, the child plays
folk songs and other airs with satis-
fying melodic content. Through her
ingenious methods, Mrs. Perry has
succeeded in making this well-
planned first music reader a note-
reading joy instead of a chore.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
40 cents, postpaid.

ORGAN COMPOSITIONS
WITH CHIMES

Compiled and arranged by
Ralph Kinder

The demand for music especially ar-
ranged for obtaining the best results
from the combination of organ and
chimes is on the increase. The liter-
ature for this combination is some-
what limited, of course. Here is a
collection of easy and tuneful com-
positions for organ, each arranged
with chimes by one of America’s
best known composers. This book
will contain numbers for recitals,
special services and occasions where
the use of chimes is appropriate. All
f»t the pieces are within the playin«
capabilities of tl m i-i .,f aver-
age ability II I . rations
are given.

Advance of Publi. aii. M i i |» r j«.e
50 cents, postpaid

PARTNERS AT THE KEYBOARD
A Piano Duet Book

by Ella Ketterer
A new book for the more advanced,
with a generous supply of original
and tuneful music. Both the Primo
and Secondo parts are decidedly in-

teresting and melodious. Upright
shape.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
35 cents, postpaid.

SECOND SOLOVOX ALBUM
Compiled and Arranged

by John Finke, Jr.

Included in these special transcrip-
tions are the Evening Star from
Tannhauser’ by Wagner; Serenade

from the ballet “The Millions of
Harlequin” by Drigo; some Chopin
waltzes, and others.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
<0 cents, postpaid.

For the Piano
by Cedric W. Lemont

Eight-measure brief studies, with
a definite purpose in technical de-
velopment. They present practice
opportunity for right and left hand
scale passages, left hand melody pas-
sages, speed in small groups for
right hand sixths and others. Pro-
gressive teachers will recognize the
value of the variety which this book
offers.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
4U cents, postpaid.
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TWELVE MELODIOUS STUDIES
Olivor Tv.
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arefully edited for
proper fingering and phrasing. Price,

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

January, 1950
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION SALE
Please send me the following:
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I enclose (total) $
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LITTLE PLAYERS GROWING
UP

LITTLE PIECES FROM THE
EARLY CLASSICS

For Piano Solo

Compiled and Arranged by
Leopold J. Beer

Compiled from forgotten manu-
scripts discovered in European
libraries, these compositions

paint a charming picture of an
eighteenth century drawing
room, where the dancing mood
is set by the Courante, Rigau-

don, Sarabande, and Menuet.

Expertly edited, this collection

represents works of Bach, Fran-

cois and Louis Couperin, Gluck,

Handel, Kuhnau, Purcell and
Rameau. For the third grade
student.

No. 410-41000 Price, 60c

THE CHILD SCHUBERT

Childhood Days of Famous
Composers Series

by Lottie Ellsworth Coit and
Ruth Bampton

Children will take great delight
in creating a musical playlet,

dramatizing this story, and also
in constructing the miniature
stage. Easy arrangements of

Moment Musical, "Theme" from
the Unfinished Symphony,
Hark! Harki The Lark! and a
duet arrangement of the Mili-
tary March are interspersed
with attractive illustrations and
lists of recordings for children
from five to twelve.
No. 410-41003 Price, 40c

TECHNIC TACTICS
Twenty One Short Studies for

Piano by Milo Stevens
Ideal for second graders! Such
matters as scale passages di-

vided between the hands; in-

terlocking arpeggios; broken
chords, and other technics are
well covered. The major and
minor modes are used in a
variety of easier keys providing
a sound technical foundation.

No. 110-40060 Price, 75c

by Robert Nolan Kerr

This is the third in a series of

widely-used books for class or

private piano instruction begun
with Little Players (50c) and fol-

lowed by.Tunes for Little Play-

ers (60c). Verses to make the

work go easily. The mastery of

musical terms and expressive

playing are greatly empha-

sized. Attractively illustrated,

this book is presented in the

upright format. Notes to the

teacher, stressing the value of

practice and helpful hints for

presenting the material.

No. 410-41001 Price, 75c

NOAH AND THE ARK
A Story with Music for Piano

by Ada Richter

This familiar Biblical story is

delightfully presented by Mrs.

Richter. Easy-to-play-and-sing

piano pieces and many color-

able line drawings. Adaptable

as an enjoyable recital playlet,

with an older student as narra-

tor. Directions for dramatiza-

tion are included. Pupils also

may be given the pieces as

separate lesson assignments.

No. 410-41005 Price, 60c

ALL THROUGH THE YEAR

Twelve Characteristic Pieces for

Piano by Ella Ketterer

Although several composers

have written cycles of pieces

inspired by events occurring in

each of the twelve months, in-

cluding Tschaikowsky and less-

er lights, the Publishers believe

this new series by one of our

outstanding American woman
composers will be welcomed by

teachers and pupils of grade

two to two-and-a-half. Story-like

directions appeal to children.

Illustrated.

No. 410-41006 Price, 60c

TEACHING MATERIAL
published in 1949

SECOND PIANO PART TO
STREABBOG OPUS 64

by Basil D. Gauntlett

A dozen recital and study num-
bers that will be welcomed in

any studio having two pianos.

These original compositions

amplify the standard studies,

making excellent program ma-
terial for students. The second
piano parts are not issued in

score. For performance, a copy
of Streabbog, Op. 64 is re-

quired. (75c) (Presser Collection.

No. 410-00112)

No. 410-41004 Price, 75c

THE ORNAMENT FAMILY
by Louise Robyn

Quaint illustrations in a charm-

ing story-book setting. With 19

musical exercises Miss Robyn
prepares the young student for

adequate fluency and under-

standing of all the ornaments

to be met later in the Two- and

Three-part Inventions and the

Well-Tempered Clavichord of

Bach, as well as the piano

Sonatas of Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven.

No. 430-41002 Price. 75c

YOU CAN PLAY THE PIANO!
Part Three

A Book for the Older Beginner
by Ada Richter

Not only original numbers, but

old favorites in new arrange-

ments serve to make this just

the type of study material an
older student prefers while
learning to play!

No. 410-41002 Price, 75c

FIFTEEN RECREATIVE ETUDES
by William Scher

Here is a group of supplemen-

tary studies for second and
third grade piano students. Em-
phasis upon alternating right

and left hand scale passages;
rhythm; legato and cantabile

playing, and other technics.

No. 430-41001 Price, 60c

CHOPIN PRELUDES

With Study Notes

by Guy Maier

Here Dr. Maier presents the

beautiful Chopin Preludes with

carefully prepared study notes

and suggestions for their in-

terpretation.

No. 430-41000 Price, $1.50

The 1950 Musician's Yearbook

An attractive pocket yearbook, 3% X 5|/g inches, containing

1 28 pages of items and dates of interest to all musicians and
students, with space for notes and appointments for every day
in the year.

I THEODORE PRESSER CO.. Bryn Mawr. Pa. I

|
1949 Teaching Materials I

|

January, 1950
j

> Order by code number only!
j

Please send me the following:

No. Price

$

$

$ I

Please send copies Musician's Yearbook @ 25c each. ^

I enclose (total) $
j

Name:
j

I Address:
i

I
(Please Print)
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junior <^tu<de

Edited by ELIZABETH A. GEST

QUIZ

(Keep score. One h

1. How may two eighth-note
rests, plus two quarter-note

rests be expressed by one rest?

(10 points)

2. Name two composers, father

and son, who had the same
first name and who wrote in
similar style? (20 points)

3. Which of the following operas
did Wagner compose: Madame
Butterfly, Tannhduser, Rigo-

JUNIOR ETUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

Once upon a time (January,

1945, to be exact), JUNIOR
ETUDE conducted a questionnaire

and it brought a very fine response
from Junior Etuders. Some of you
may remember it, but, being five

years ago, many who were Juniors

at that time are now Seniors, and
many who were very young then

have since become Juniors. So,

here is another questionnaire.

Now that your Christmas activi-

ties are over, you can all spare ten

minutes to check off the following

items in the little squares. You
could, of course, cut the sheet out

of the magazine and check them
that way, but a much better way is

just to answer the questions on a

separate sheet of paper, number-
ing and lettering each question

carefully so the results can be

tabulated. Thus it is not necessary

to cut your ETUDE page (but do
be sure to use the correct number
and letter for each one of your

answers)

.

You see, JUNIOR ETUDE
would like to become better ac-

quainted with you all, much bel-

ter acquainted, and to know more

about you. This means everybody,

not merely some of you. But, as

you live in all parts of the United

States, as wTell as in many other

countries, it is not possible to meet

you, so this is the best way to

become acquainted. Don’t you

agree? JUNIOR ETUDE would,

therefore, like to receive the filled-

out questionnaire from everyone

who reads JUNIOR ETUDE,
either as a regular reader or just

a “sometimes” reader; and from

readers in foreign countries as

well as in America.

There is no time limit on this,

but please do it as soon as possible,

so the results can be tabulated and

reported.

Be sure to give your name, age

and address and mail to JUNIOR
ETUDE office, Bryn Mawr. Penn-

svlvania.

. Do you take music lessons? t a I Piano; (b) violin; (c) other
instrument; (d) no .

. About how long have you taken music lessons? .

.Do you practice regularly? (a) Half-hour; (b) hour ri-
te) more than an hour ; (d) not regularly Q.

. Do you ever compose music? (a) YesQ; (b) non.

. Do you read JUNIOR ETUDE? (a) Regularly; (b) some-
times

. What do you like best in JUNIOR ETUDE? (at Stories n •

(b) playlets; (c) quizzes: (d) poetry; ( e ) games n-
(f) essay contests

; (g) puzzle contests
: (h) original com-

position contests; (i) drawing contests
; |ji original poetry

contests; (k) miscellaneous
° ^

. Do you enter the Junior Etude contests? (a) Regularly Hi-
(b) sometimes; (c) noD; (d) will henceforth Q* U ’

. Have you ever been a contest winner? (a) Yes f~|: (b) non
Have you ever been included in the Honorable Mention I t?
(a) Yes; (b) no

llSt>

Have you ever written to the Letter Box? (a) YesQ: (b) no n
, Have you ever answered any letters in the Letter Box? (a) Ye n-

Do you take part in any school music organization? (a) Yesn-
(b) orchestra; (c) bandQ; (d) chorus: (e) other «rouD n
(f) no . ° P U '

Do you sing or play in your church or Sunday School choir*

?

(a) Yes; (b) noQ ' °lrS>

Do you belong to any Junior Music Club? (a) YesQ; (b) howmany members; (c) no
Would you like to become a professional musician? (a) Yes PI-
(b) concert artist; (c) teacher: (d) choir director n-
(e) conductor; (f) no . nector U .

Where do you live? (a I cityd: (bl town Q: fc) in th
country . e

hundred is perfect.)

lotto or Magic Flute ? (10

points)

4. Is the triad c-sharp, e, g-sharp,

a major, minor, augmented or

diminished triad? (5 points)

5. Which of the following com-

posers are still living: Stephen

Foster, MacDowell, Sibelius.

Debussy? (15 points)
6. Which composer was born in

1756 and died in 1791? (10

points)

7. What was the nationality of

^
Brahms? (5 points)

o. Who wrote the incidental

music to Shakespeare’s pH)'-

Midsummer Night’s Dream ?

(15 points)
9. What is meant by poco a poco

ritardando? (5 points)
10. In how many major scales h

the fifth finger used? (5 points)

(Answers on next page)

A-D- 19 SO
Con Spirits

Another Queer
Instrument

Here is another example of
Obsolete instrument, used bei
our present-day better ones «
developed.

This is called a Serpent,
you think it resembles one? It

’

eight feet long and had six fin!
boles and produced very low lot

,1
i® said to have been inventeo

i ranee about 1590 and was so.
times used to support the basses
Ecclesiastical plain-song in Fra
and England. I„ later years k
weie added and various forms
Hus instrument continued to
used until modern times. Berl
mentioned it though he did
think much of Mendelssc
uiole a part for this instrument
the score of his well-known o
.tono St. Paul. Am English,,m the private band of K
George III o£ England pla,
elaborate variations on this ai
wan instrument, some specim 1

Of which were made of wood a

some of metal.
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THE JUNIOR ETUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
will take the place of the usual contest this month

Starting the New Season in Music

(Prize winner, Class A)

Starting the new season in music

means, to the millions of music lovers,

another season of concert-going, radio-

listening and reading about talented

artists and musical events.

To the professional musician it means
another season of concert-giving, teach-

ing, and conducting.

But to us music students it means
another year in which we will strive to

advance in our musical studies and

mature in our musical thought and en-

deavor. We should not take for granted,

as we are often inclined to do, these

precious years of music study but we
should appreciate all the opportunities

open to us and make the very best of

them. I think that as we start the new
season in music, it is a good time to

make musical resolutions, to study hard,

to earnestly co-operate with our teachers

and to eagerly try to get the best in

knowledge, enjoyment and inspiration

from our music.

Shirley Byers (Age 16),

Canada

Speed Game
Each player is supplied with

piece of music-paper, pencil and

eraser. The game is to see who can

be the first to write correctly each

of the fourteen major triads (in-

cluding the triads of G-flat and

C-flat). If the players are very

young, the two latter triads may
be omitted. If the players are older

Juniors, inversions of the triads

may be included. In any case, the

first one to complete the project

correctly is the winner.

I take Hammond organ lessons and
would like some hints on registration

for hymns. If any of you Junior organ-

ists have any special combinations that

you like I would be glad to hear from
you.

Jerry McSpadden, Arkansas

I started piano lessons when I was
lour-and-a-half years old. I compose

wm
1(

\
and also write poetry and soon

'via play one of my pieces on the radio,
i would like to hear from other Junior
Etude readers.

Eleanor Fay Bund (Age 12),

Massachusetts

Eleanor Fay Bund

(age 12)
Massachusetts

Gladys Doris Guyton
(age 17)

North Carolina

Results of September Essay
Contest, “Starting the New

Season in Music”

Prize winners for essay contest:

Class A, Shirley Byers (Age 16),

Canada
Class B, Beverly Hamblin (Age 13),

Mississippi

Class C, None received.

Honorable Mention for essays:

Catherine Quiroz, Peg Ingle, Janet

Louise Ryan, Mary Therese Gregpry,

Annette Landrum, Agnes Horst. Nancy

Miller, Eugene Fretz, Florence Harbers,

Mary Winterman, Ernest Lauder, Doris

Jenkens, Euginia Flosbecker, Jean Jor-

dan, Eleanor Wright, Mabel Perry,

Dorothy Quigley, Janet LeRoy, Lois Gil-

bert, Elaine Robinson.

Letter Boxers

Send replies to Letters on this page
in care of JUNIOR ETUDE, and they

will be forwarded to the writers.

Dear Junior Etude:

I have not seen many letters from

Philippine Etude readers. I play the

piano and like music very much. All

the children in our family enjoy music,

five play the piano and also sing. My
brother taught us to play, but he is

now in New York where he has a

scholarship. He composed songs and

operettas. I am a sophomore in High

School where my father is the Director.

I would like to hear from other Junior

Etude readers.

From your friend,

Rosa Wenceslina Espino (Age 14),

Philippine Islands

The first thing I look for each month

is the Junior Etude. I play a little on

the piano and violin; write poems and

have composed a few pieces of music.

I would like to hear from anyone, any-

where !

Mildred Lee (Age 16),

Wisconsin

I have taken music for thirteen years

and plan to become a music teacher. I

am assistant pianist of my church and

hope to minor in church music in college.

I think Etude is the most inspiring

music magazine and I especially enjoy

the Junior Etude. I would like to hear

from others who like music.

Gladys Doris Guyton (Age 17),

North Carolina

Answers to Quiz No. 49

1. By one dotted half-note rest; 2.

Johann Strauss, Sr., (1804-1849)
,
known

as “Father of the Waltz”; Johann

Strauss, Jr. (1825-1899), composer of

Blue Danube and other very well known

Waltzes; 3. Tannhauser; 4. minor; 5.

Sibelius; 6. Mozart; 7. German: 8.

Mendelssohn; 9. getting slower little by 1

little: 10. six in each hand.

Ccliool
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE of CHICAGO
A complete music school with excellent facilities.

\ Of .
Programs leading to degrees. Active Opera Workshop.

Jmusic Bulletin on Request

•130 So. [Michigan Ave. Chicago 5, Illinois

CLASSIFIED ADS
HARMONY, Composition. Orches-

tration, Musical Theory. Private or
Correspondence Instruction. Manu-
scripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 432-46 107
St„ Corona. N. Y.

LEARN I i ANO TUNING—Simpli-
fied, authentic instruction $4.00—Lit-
erature free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.

LEAII.V PIANO TUNING AT HOME.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White. Pay
as you learn. Write Karl Bartenbach,
1001A Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.

NEW PIANO MUTE LETS YOU
PRACTICE DAY OR NIGHT WITH-
OUT DISTURBING OTHERS. Mutes
piano about 85%. Easily attached or
detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upright, grand, or spinet!
Sold only on money back guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute and full instruc-
tions. Richard Mayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona Street. Phila. 47, Pa.

ORGANS FOR SALE: Guaranteed
pipe organs, reed organs and pianos.
Cannarsa Organ Company, Hollidays-
burg, Pa.

OIIOE REEDS. Hand Made. Tuned
and Tested. $1.50 each; $15.00 dozen.
C. Robison, 216 W. 41st St.. Marion,
Ind.

RACK POPULAR SHEET MUSIC to
1850. Ballads, Ragtime, Everything.
List 10(*. Classics exchanged for Popu-
lar. Fore’s, E3151 High, Denver 5. Colo.

BOOKS ON THE VIOLI N InvalU-
able for technique and connoisseur-
ship. Few inexpensive hand made
fiddles. Houghton, 4 2 Henry Street,
Gosforth, Newcastle-on -Tyne 3, Eng-
land.

YOUR UNWANTED MUSIC ex-
changed piece for piece, 5<? each:
quality matched. Burpee's Specialty
Shoppe, Delton, Mich.

’IVNISTS : Aid to improvising
sheets and professional bass sheets
provide the clue to easy improvising.
Excellent for student, teacher, and
professional. Two new releases (4
sheets) every other month. Informa-
tion on request. John P. Maher, Box
194, Ansonla P. O., New York 23, N. Y.

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER sells

RARE PHONOGRAPH RECORDS.
Lists. E. Hirschmann, 100 Duncan,
Jersey City, New Jersey.

FOR SALE: Stainer Violin, excel-
lent condition. Seventy years old.

Mrs. E. A. Van De Walker, General
Delivery, Garst, Washington.
MUSICAL PERSONALIZED STA-

TIONERY. Beautifully printed with
YOUR name and Photocut of ANY In-
strument—100 Letterheads—75 Enve-
lopes. Both $2.00 Postpaid. WONDER-
FUL Christmas — Birthday GIFTS.
TERMINAL, 4818% Kimball, Chicago

$1,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS for stu-
dents, instrumentalists, arrangers.
Wrlte or call Dr. Mawry Deutsch, 153
West 57th St- New York City, Ci 6-556S

WRITE SONGS: Read “Songwriter's
Review” Magazine, 1650—ET Broad-
way, New York 19. 20^ copy; $2.00
year.

150 "Old/New” Master Violins 1/3
off. ToneiiOHt fitting $15. PATMOH
(Tonepost) FIDDLERV, Zion, 1 11.

COMPLETE TREATISE ON
TRANSPOSITION. Ask your dealer or
send $2.00 for book to the Author C.
Lagourgue, 35 W. 57th St., New York!
BEAUTIFUL STUDIO. EXCEL-

LE.NT ll.VBV GRAND FOR TEACH-
ING. PRACTICING. 90 cents an hour.
Reduced monthly rate. New York.
AC 2-3043.

FOR SALE. A full Sherwood Music
School piano course, fine condition.
What offer? C. R. Zimmermann, 111
Oliver St., Malden, Mass.
GUITAR Instruction, Standard. In-

cludes Practical Harmony. Home-
Study Course. Results. Bell Guitar
Studio, 10 Parker Ave., Suite 9, San
Francisco 18, Calif.

MASTER THE FINGERING Of the
Violin correctly, all keys, all posi-
tions in fraction of usual time
Hughes Studio, Rt. 2—Box 46, Three
Rivers, Mich.
SYMBOL RHYT1IM HAND SCORFV

1509 S. 13th St., Birmingham, Ala One
score used for class. Musical knowl-
edge unnecessary. "Soldiers’ March"
Minuet in G" 60c each. "Nutcracker
Suite March $1. Record or piano nc

r

compaiilment. Lists sent. ac"

FOR SALE: Genuine TwoM%7rrr~

t

P ipe Organ in excellent conditV,l
al

guaranteed. Also new sets of Chlm»n *

$495 to $750. Frazee Organ Comn^.f*
4 ’

10 Lincoln Street. South NJo.f. ,!
n
P.ailv .

circa 1730. Wonderful condition -d
011

ticulars from Alvin breger fi?^-Holmes St., Huntsville, Ala E -

377.
a - 1 none

VIOLINIST. AMATEUir-T^MR —
change English - French shortL

ex_
dancing, for coaching—Practice,! nd

>

music. M. M. Garotte, 125 w£?*dSnce
Street ,

New York 25, N. Y
' es *- 93rd

VIOLINS FOR SALjsT-Ty
Cremonas including s‘trno?P0sinS
Guadagnini, Camelli, Ga~lin „

ai'ius
>

others. Hill, Hermann. Lew « £s
’ and

certificates. Write: Fine h?amm“

as? 714 * soo”"a

plete $4 ;>. 00 . Regular $60.00 ^X 11
C°m ‘

and other Gregorian Chant \i,
new

*

reduced New bargain. Write _iJ
bu

-l

ns
nand J. Kangiser, 111 Enriioo7T

1
^erd '’-

Worcester 4, Mass. dIcott Street.
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TAPE THE EDGES OF YOUR MUSIC!

PIANO TEACHERS
New Technical Exercise for strengthening

I

the fingers that eliminates the necessity of

all others. One complimentary sample to

all piano teachers.

Write

LUCILLE DESIN
I West Main Rd. North East, Pa.

FINE VIOLIN REPAIRING. Tone restoring my
specialty. High grade professional work, no

fads or "secrets". Rebuilt violins for students

at reasonable prices. Carmen White, Hous-

ion-Clary Music Store, San Angelo, Texas.
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OVERTAXED FINGERS

( Continued from Page 21)

downward (Figure 3). Be very

careful that not one of the fingers

moves from its original position

on the stick; and he sure that when

the hand reaches the side position

the little finger is still curved.

It will take some days of prac-

tice before the pupil can fulfill all

these requirements easily.

Now, from the side position,

raise the bow to its original posi-

tion, and observe the fingers again.

Turn this into a two-part exercise;

one: Drop the arm to the side;

two : Raise it in front of the body.

This will gradually bring the side-

of-the-palm muscle into play, and

so will relieve the finger muscle

and hence stop the buckling of the

joint.

Avoid dropping the arm swiftly

until the larger muscle can be felt

taking a definite part (which can

also be determined by noticing

when the finger joints cease

straightening). This constitutes

the first step, and should be done

several times at the beginning of

the day’s practice, and again in

the middle.

The second step is the last.

Holding the bow in the original

position of the first exercise, with

the stick horizontal, turn the fore-

arm so that the stick swings from

left to right (Figure 4). In doing

this exercise, the first finger may

slip if the movement is too rapid

at first. Now swing the stick back

to the first position (Figure 5).

The return stroke is very diffi-

cult for the fourth finger at this

stage, so keep the movement slow

no wavering of the bow, e

slow motion. As the finger devel-

ops, the speed may be increase*

almost indefinitely, until the swinj

becomes a whip stroke.

These exercises should be con

lire scuuuu >
— -

continued for several minutes

its suppleness.

hearing

“Thai -

‘•\oi

a song, he observe*

not bad—who wrote it'

did,” was the reply.

WHERE SHALL 1 <

Private Teachers (Western)
|

P

HAROLD HURLBUT
PARIS—NEW YORK—HOLLYWOOD

Singers Who Have Studied with Him Include

NADINE CONNER \

Distinguished Soprano Metropolitan Opera

HENRY CORDY. N.Y. City Center & Havana W
Operas. ,

EVELYN HERBERT. .. ROBERT HALLI-
DAY... LOIS LEE and other Stars of Opera, Vi

Stage and Radio
Address: Hollywood, Calif. Phone: GL. 1056

THE LIVERETTE VOCAL STUDIOS
AND OPERA ACADEMY

Formerly assistant to Dr. Lazar Samoiloff W
Lucia Liverette, Director

Former Director of L. A. Civic Grand Opera Co.
CONCERT RADIO * OPERA 33

Beginners to professional artists

Write for information— M
1833 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

' ISABEL HUTCHESON
j

Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teach-
ers: Coaching concert pianists: Conducting
"Piano Teachers Forum."

|

BROOKS MAYS MUSIC STUDIOS
IO05'/2 Elm Street, Dallas 2, Texas Phone C-6214

~

EVANGELINE LEHMAN
1

TEACHER OF SINGING '

\

Opera—Operetta—Oratorio—Concert. f

167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
I

Concert Pianist—Artist Teacher
229 So. Harvard Blvd. Los Angeles. Calif.

FE. 2597

DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required for the degrees of Mus. Bach.,
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin interpretation.

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Detroit, Mich.

|,

Private Teachers (n.w York crty)

1 HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist

Interesting course—piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils

; 166 W. 72nd St.. N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385

MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Pupil of Leschetizlcy

)

Pianist—Teacher—Coach-Program Building
l "The results she can obtain are miraculous"

Writes Leland Hall—Prof, of Music

—

C Smith College
Address—Steinway Hall—Nola Studios

—

113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
(Also 9 Chambers Terrace, Princeton, N. J.)

[

Tel. 2079 M

1 JACK EPSTEIN
BARITONE

Concerts — Opera — Teaching
il Music Studios Palm Beach, Fla.

Inquiries to
r MOI Steinway Bldg., New York City

e ROY CAMPBELL
Teacher of Successful Singers of

Radio—Theatre—Pictures—Concert—Ooero
i

"STYLE-IZING" for Radio and the Theatre
—Studio—

J, 607-8 Carnegie Hall New York City

e |

Telephone Cl 5-9244

*' HAZEL GRIGGS
C Piano Teachers' Workshop
a materials — procedures

private lessons, class lessons
concert repertoire

. L 1 information address
Vein. T 8 Hiding ..New York City

Tel Scarsdale 3-6085
1

Private Teachers [Now York City)

LUCIUS DUNCAN
Concert Violinist—Teacher

Pupil of Schradieck

Philadelphia, Pa.

104 N. Mole St.

LO 7-0723

EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC

PERFORMANCE AND FOR UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY

TEACHING POSITIONS
TER TEACHING SEASON: SEPTEMBER

_
TO JUNE

For full information address:
/est 89th Street New York 24, N Y.

Tel. SChuyler 4-0261

CHARLES LAGOURGUE 0.1. O
VOICE PRODUCTION—SINGING

^usical Theory—Composition
es of the Paris Conservatory

for Information:
35 W. 57th St., New York

Coi

FRANK) (ERNESTO)A FORGE-BERUMEN STUD
Voice—Piano

Tmonq those who have studied with Mr. La
of9e ? re: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-

'

i inn n i

rc* Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.
1100 Park Ave., Corner 89th St., New York

Tel. Atwater 9-7470

RICHARD McCLANAHAN
,

. .

Exponent TOBIAS MATTHAY
rivate lessons, class lessons in Fundamentals

Summer-closs. Southwest Harbor. Me.
I Steinway Bldg. New York City

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianiit—Artiit-Teachor

. 57th St. at 7th Ave.
umbus 5-4357 New York City
r Master Class—June 15 to August

,r

Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing—"Bel Canto"

Experienced European trained Artist
poaching Opera. Concert and Radio

ected
VO,Ce produc,!on

' defective singi

n. _ ,
Beginners accepted

60R° W-!l
a
|
a

li

ga
/

7 '8230 Mon - Tues., Wed., Thi
* E"d *». New York C

CRYSTAL WATERS
Concsft Singer — Teacher
Vome Building. Breathing,
Diction, Expression, Style

In preparation for
Radio, Screen. Stage.

wiK;°ffln,
405 E ' 54

T I V
N- Tork

Tel. Vo-5—|362

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
t k

Pianist and teacher
leacher of Aron Copland. Elie Siegmeister

and many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH

Ar?
C
nf i?J

n Te
,

ch " ica l Development and

iirl!I£
r

».
a,,0n - Coaching for RecihHotel Ansonia. B way at 73rd St.. New York

CECILE JAHIEL
CONCERT PIANIST—COMPOSEI

1st prize of the Paris Conservatory
Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel

Coaching concert pianists for recital.
Courses for piano teachers and advanced pi

_
Master classes for concert pianists.

Private lessons. Register now for winter cla
18 East 78th Street New York City. N
REgent 7-7030 or RHinelandor 4
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Teachers step up Efficiency . . .

Students make faster progress
WITH THE

US portable
DICTASCRIBER

IRE RECORDER PERFECTED FOR USE IN THE MUSIC FIEL[

There’s a new and better way of teaching music;

there’s a new and better way of learning music

• . . with the 135 PORTABLE Dictascriber, the

only wire recorder designed specifically for use in

the broad field of music. Teachers endorse the 135

PORTABLE for multiplying teaching efficiency

without multiplying teaching time. Voice and in-

strument students endorse its use for more quickly

mastering each lesson, keeping tabs on progress.

Its Features ,and Its Companion . . . The Model
100 Soundwriter

The 135 PORTABLE Dictascriber is a compact,

portable wire recorder with many features tailor-

made for the music field. Fast, 20 to 1 forward or

rewind for speedy playback; split-second logging

and timing facilities; monitor device; built-in P. A.

System; automatic stops that leave you free to con-

centrate on the music, not mechanical gadgets;

remote foot control for recording and playback;

Armour Research tests prove wire re-usability up to

1 00,000 times without loss of fidelity. And Model
100 Soundwriter cuts records up to 12" at 78 or

33^ R.P.M.

How You Can Use This Pair In Your Teaching

and Studying

Many teachers set up the efficient 135 PORTABLE
Dictascriber at the start of each lesson, record on

its wire spool, word for word and note for note,

each phase of the lesson. At lesson’s end, the wire

recording is used as a master to cut a record of the

lesson for the student’s use on the Model 100

Soundwriter. Thus, during the interim between

lessons, the student is able to ‘‘repeat’’ the lesson

many times, correct flaws and mistakes and keep a

record of progress. You can cut one or several thous-

ands of records from the original wire recording.

Get Full Facts TODAY!

Teaching efficiency is automatically stepped up,

student mastery more readily achieved with the 135

PORTABLE Dictascriber and its companion, the

Model 100 Soundwriter. Get complete details on

this remarkable aid to teaching and learning today.

Simply clip and mail the coupon for descriptive

literature and the name of your nearest sales agency.

,A,1 >

Dramatics

v
;"
Music

Appreciation
Studies

^corded Radio Programs

Operas and Symphonies

Self Study & Analyst
Harmony, Theory & Inflection
Self Accompaniment

Recorded
Instruction

Rehearsals & Auditi0ns

Delivery Style Study

Sound Effects

Record of In,
proveiIlent

Model 135
Portable Dictascriber

Model 100
Soundwriter

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON NOW!

Magnetic Corporation of America
Dept. E, 756 W. Milwaukee Avc.

Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen:

Name

Address

City

Without obligation to me, please send Gomplet
formation on the exciting, new 135 PORTa n/

0

Dictascriber and 100 Soundwriter. '

Without obligation, please arrange deniilonstration

Zone State



WHAT IS THE LOWREY ORGANO?
The Lowrcy ORGANO is a completely electronic instrument.

The tone source is the electronic (radio) tube— specially

harnessed to provide organ tones of unbelievable depth and

richness. Only moving parts are the individual key switches

which are actuated by the piano keys. Key Switch Frame

and Control Panel are easily attached to any standard piano in

such a way that piano finish is not marred.

Tone Chamber requires very little space (25H* x 10'A").

Now organ music is possible in even the smallest homes or

apartments. Yet ORGANO expression control-with us range

from a whisper to a mighty chorus-has the volume to fill a

large church or hall.

LOWREY

Lj v ciN me scales sound different— and there is ann
r‘cl

5

ness m fin
8.
er “ercises-when a Lowrey ORGANo"8

attached to your piano. This amazing electronic
ANO

,

ls

stalled in 10 minutes, transforms any Standard nian
'

rUment
/

ln"

instrument Then, „gl, „ ,h£

^;,3„er.^s '=

«

Yes, The Lowrey ORGANO Lnnn „ ...
to practice. So many and so varied

§
are

beginner’s interest will be held ind C 1

tonahties that the

something new and challenging
He ‘an always find

For homes, for schools, for church,., f
a practical, low-cost answer to tl

’
*°r entertainers

r here is

Lowrey ORGANO, today at
°rgan problem Heat The

coupon for complete information
mUS’C dejder

'

s
’
or send

How to ease

Tlte Punishment

©ff Practice

CHICAGO

Get
£°mplete ^formation in this

Use haU coupon on
4. Ihls saves your Etude cover,

LOWREY ORGAN division
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL COMPANY
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois


